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Executive Summary
The Commission’s proposals are built around the ‘limited liability principle’:
individuals should not be exposed to the risk of ‘catastrophic’ accumulated care costs;
given the insurance industry cannot offer protection, the state must step in and provide
it instead. In the Commission’s ‘capped cost’ model, all individuals with eligible needs
– proportional to receipt of informal care – would be allocated notional cash support,
even if they are too wealthy to qualify for actual support. Once the accumulated
notional support reaches £35,000, they would be reassessed on a ‘means-blind’ basis.
For residential care, the means-test threshold would be raised to £100,000.
Because the ‘capped cost’ model only records how much individuals would receive
from their council, many would likely opt to top-up their care even after they have
reached the £35,000 cap, so out-of-pocket payments would continue. The
Commission recommends that ‘deferred payment schemes’ should be made available
to everyone through a new duty on councils, so most individuals would likely use
income and housing wealth to fund their £35,000 liability. Beyond this, the £35,000
liability is, strictly speaking, uninsurable, so the ‘capped cost’ model is unlikely to
boost take-up of long-term care insurance; estimates suggest 6% take-up among
retirees. Disability-linked annuity sales might reach around 9000 per year.
The extra cost of the ‘capped cost’ model would be £1.7 billion now, rising to £3.6
billion in 2025. Given most of the extra spending would go to wealthier households,
stakeholders may insist it is wealthier older households who shoulder the extra costs.
The NHS, and freezing the value of some older people’s benefits could be used to
fund the model. However, just to stand still, public spending on adult care and
disability will have to rise by £11.5 billion per year by 2025. Older people’s property
wealth remains the best potential source of untapped new finance to bring into the
social care system.
The government should take forward those recommendations of the Commission that
do not require new expense - scaling up deferred payment schemes, enabling portable
needs assessments – and proceed with piloting key aspects of the ‘capped cost’ model.
When policymakers have assessed deliverability, politicians can make a judgement
about priorities, and which step the implementation of the ‘capped cost’ model should
represent in the ongoing process of long-term care funding reform. While the
Commission has set out a compelling proposal for eliminating some of the disastrous
consequences of the current system for some families, politicians must not be
distracted from the much bigger of issue of how to drive significant, new funding into
the social care system to cope with rising demand.
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Introduction
The Commission on Funding of Care and
Support was asked to make
recommendations on how to achieve an
affordable and sustainable funding system for
care and support, across both domiciliary and
residential settings. The Terms of Reference
of the Commission set clear boundaries for
what the Commission should examine, and
were also explicit in emphasising a
ʻpartnershipʼ between individuals and the
state, and the importance of enabling
individuals to choose to protect their assets,
especially their home.
To advance the debate, this report seeks to
provide: objective, impartial analysis of the
recommendations of the Commission and
their implications for families and care
providers; supporting analysis of related
policy issues that fell outside the
Commissionʼs scope, such as Attendance
Allowance; and, exploration of key choices
and options for the government as it prepares
its response to “Fairer Care Funding”.

capitalʼ – which frequently includes a personʼs
home in assessments for residential care
support – will receive nothing from their local
authority.
The principal problems associated with the
long-term care funding system in England
are: underfunding in the face of rising
demand; means-testing; the incidence of
ʻcatastrophic costsʼ; over-burdened family
carers; the ʻpostcode lottery in public support;
and, complexity.
Is the ʻlimited liability principleʼ
underpinning the Commissionʼs
proposals the right one?
At the core of the Commissionʼs proposals is
the ʻlimited liability principleʼ, which argues
that it is unfair to leave individuals exposed to
the risk of ʻcatastrophicʼ accumulated care
costs that occur when someone needs high
levels of formal care for a long time; and,
given the insurance industry cannot provide
protection to the population against such
costs, the state must step in and provide it
instead.

The current system and its problems
The current long-term care funding system in
England is built around local-authority
assessments of need, which explicitly take
account of informal care received in
determining levels of council support. Those
with more than £23,250 in ʻassessable
4

Why canʼt the insurance industry provide
cover against ʻcatastrophic costsʼ? The
insurance industry confronts intractable
problems in ʻpricingʼ the risks associated with
pre-funded long-term care insurance: the
chances that someone will need care, and
how long they will need it for. Because
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individuals may need care far into the future,
the data available to insurers to price this risk
is inevitably inadequate, and insurers
confront significant uncertainty.
Are the arguments for the limited liability
principle therefore really about helping the
insurance industry? Fundamentally, the
principle of ʻlimited liabilityʼ is about the
welfare state, and the state fulfilling those
functions in peopleʼs lives that it can
undertake far more easily than the insurance
industry. It implicitly recognises the essential
role of the state in mitigating some of the
risks that the whole population confronts.
How can the limited liability principle be
applied to care funding?
There are different ways in which the ʻlimited
liability principleʼ can be applied to the longterm care funding system. Options include
models that measure cost in terms of
ʻaccumulated expenditureʼ and ʻaccumulated
disabilityʼ. However, each approach has
different trade-offs such as the effect on
incentives to provide informal care,
administrative costs, and fairness.
The Commissionʼs model applies the limited
liability principle through an ʻaccumulated
needʼ model, in which need is measured
proportional to receipt of informal care, in the
same way local authorities currently assess
need.

How does the Commission propose to cap
the care costs of individuals?
Existing local authority needs-assessments
and means-testing rules for care and support
would still apply, in relation to both the
£23,250 threshold and what constitutes
ʻassessable capitalʼ. However, all individuals
with eligible needs will be allocated a notional
cash value of support, even if they do not
qualify for an actual package of support,
because of the means-test.
When the accumulated financial value of a
personʼs notional support reaches £35,000,
individuals will then be entitled to support on
a ʻmeans-blindʼ basis, and they will then
receive actual support, regardless of whether
they are still above the ʻmeans-testʼ
threshold. A more accurate name for the
Commissionʼs ʻcapped costʼ model would
therefore be a ʻcapped exclusion from
means-tested supportʼ model.
A cap of £35,000 is judged by the
Commission to balance value-for-money for
the state with the realisation of the benefits of
the model, such as ʻpeace of mindʼ among
the population. For residential care, the
Commission also proposes that the meanstest threshold be raised from £23,250 to
£100,000. However, the Commission argues
that even with a raised level, the threshold
remains too ʻbluntʼ, so it proposes that for
those in residential care, ʻtariff incomeʼ would
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be calculated as under the current system on
assets between £14,250 and £100,000.

support, particularly in relation to residential
care.

The Commission also argues that since it is
reasonable to expect individuals to plan for
their living costs in retirement, individuals
receiving state-funded residential care
should, provided they can afford to, make a
contribution to the cost of their residential
care proportional to these living costs. The
Commission recommends that retirees
should make a contribution toward living
costs in residential care of between £7,000
and £10,000.

Is the Commissionʼs ʻcapped costsʼ model
regressive? In terms of capital protection, not
much: the difference in capital protection
afforded to most individuals varies by a range
between 10-30%. At a system-level, the
ʻcapped costʼ model would still see 75% of
public spending on care directed at the
bottom three income quintiles of older people.

For individuals below the age of 40, the
Commission argues the £35,000 cap should
be set at zero, but should then increase by
£10,000 every ten years, until a person
reaches 65.
Will the Commissionʼs ʻcapped costsʼ model
actually cap a personʼs spending on care?
Not necessarily. The ʻcapped costʼ model
records how much individuals would receive
from their local authority for domiciliary or
residential care, if their assessed wealth did
not exclude them from support. As such, it is
likely that many households would choose –
or be compelled – to top-up their expenditure
on care even after they have reached the
£35,000 threshold. As a result, for many
individuals, their experience of the ʻcapped
costʼ model would likely be that it would not
cap out-of-pocket expenditure on care and
6

However, if the model is viewed in terms of
additional public expenditure on care and
support by income group, analysis by the
Commission makes it clear that more of the
additional spending would go to the top two
income quintiles of older people than the
bottom three.
How can individuals meet the £35,000
cost?
Ultimately, there are two ways that individuals
could meet their £35,000 liability under the
ʻcapped costʼ model, in addition to simply
paying out of income: spending down savings
and the value of property wealth; engaging in
risk-pooling (insurance).
In relation to property wealth, the
Commission recommends that the existing
ʻdeferred payment schemeʼ run by local
authorities for those in residential care not
receiving state support should be made
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available to everyone through a Duty on
councils. One effect of this may be to crowd
out the commercial equity release market.
Will the ʻcapped costʼ model result in a
market for pre-funded long-term care
insurance? Strictly speaking, a personʼs
£35,000 liability is uninsurable since it is
determined by factors (risks) that insurers
cannot price for: the availability and receipt of
informal care; and, council decisions on
levels of support.
In the absence of the complementary prefunded insurance products that take
individuals up to the £35,000 threshold,
insurers could offer a ʻlump-sumʼ £35,000
payment insurance for individuals
experiencing a defined level of disability, such
as 3 Activity of Daily Living (ADL) failures. In
such a situation, it would be left to individuals
and families to manage their care expenditure
in such a way they did not ʻover-consumeʼ
care, and therefore find themselves running
out of money before they reached the
£35,000 cap.
How many people would be likely to take-out
such lump-sum pre-funded long-term care
insurance? Assuming a £10,000 premium,
estimates using optimistic assumptions
suggest around 6% of retirees - 45,000 per
year – would purchase insurance. This would
represent around £525 million of new

revenue for the English social care system
each year.
Does the ʻcapped costʼ model encourage
people to buy pre-funded insurance? It may
in fact disincentivise individuals from
purchasing insurance because the ʻscariestʼ
care-related risk they confront – catastrophic
costs – is being shouldered by the state.
Policymakers would also have to explore
many issues regarding how pre-funded
insurance would interact with aspects of the
ʻcapped costʼ model, for example, the
mechanisms used to determine the annual
increase in the £35,000 threshold.
So it is unlikely that the ʻcapped costʼ would
unleash a pre-funded insurance market, and
the Commission itself notes: “we do not think
it is likely that there will be significant growth
in specific, pre-funded long-term care
insurance products.”
The Commission pinpoints ʻdisability-linked
annuitiesʼ (DLAs) as being another way in
which individuals could obtain protection
against the £35,000 liability they would be left
with.
However, as with pre-funded insurance, the
way in which the ʻcapped costʼ model
calculates needs – on a carer-sighted basis –
will make it impossible for a DLA to interlock
with the £35,000 cap. So what would be the
likely take-up of DLAs under the ʻcapped costʼ
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model? Multiple factors limit the size of the
market. Only around half of working-age
pension savers are saving into a ʻdefinedcontributionʼ schemes that could be used to
buy a DLA. Many also only have small
pension pots at retirement. Most individuals
purchasing annuities also seek to maximise
their immediate income, so DLAs may not be
popular, as they will provide a lower
immediate income.
Rough estimates suggest annual sales of
DLAs under the ʻcapped costʼ model would
be around 8,400 per year, bringing in just
under £200 million of new funding into the
social care system each year from around
2025 onwards.
In relation to immediate needs annuities
(INAs) purchased at the point of entry into
residential care, it is likely this market would
grow under the ʻcapped costʼ model, because
a self-funder entering residential care would
know how their notional package of support
would accumulate, and with more generous
support from councils for self-funders who
pass the £35,000 threshold, more selffunders would be able to afford an INA.
A detailed piece of analysis into improved
affordability of INAs under the ʻcapped cost
would be required to assess changes in takeup. However, a benchmark level - assuming
improved availability of financial advice –

8

might see take-up increasing from the current
6% of self-funders in residential care to 20%.
How will individuals fund their £35,000 liability
under the ʻcapped costʼ model? Overall,
although the model may create some space
for use of financial products, and the INA
market in particular may grow in light of
improved affordability, it is likely many
households would opt, or be compelled, to
ʻself-insureʼ through conventional savings
products (e.g. ISAs) and drawing on the value
of their home via the Deferred Payments
Scheme.
Whether or not this would be problematic for
policymakers would likely depend on how
much individuals were having to top-up their
care expenditure after reaching the £35,000
cap, because families deemed the level of
council support available – across both
domiciliary and residential settings – as
inadequate.
How should the government fund the
ʻcapped costʼ model?
How could the government fund the ʻcapped
costʼ model? The key costs associated with
implementing the model are: the cost of
capping individual liability at £35,000; and the
cost of raising the asset threshold for
residential care to £100,000.
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What extra costs will the model impose on
the social care system? In 2010/2011 prices,
the extra cost of the model would be £1.7
billion now, rising to £2.8 billion in 2020 and
£3.6 billion in 2025. Considered as a
percentage of GDP, this would represent
0.14% today rising to 0.22% in 2025.

made observation that older peopleʼs
property wealth is the best potential source of
untapped new finance to bring into the social
care system, to meet both rising demand for
todayʼs entitlements, and new more generous
entitlements such as those proposed by the
Commission.

However, the costs of the social care system
in England will rise even under a ʻno reformʼ
scenario from £14.5 billion today to £22.8
billion by 2025. Over the same period, the
cost of adult disability benefits will increase
from £11.7 billion to £14.9 billion.

What does the Commission say about the
ʻpostcode lotteryʼ?

Implementing the ʻcapped costʼ model would
therefore require the Exchequer to find an
extra £3.6 billion by 2025 to fund the ʻcapped
costʼ model on top of the £11.5 billion needed
to maintain disability-related public
expenditure on adults at equivalent levels as
at present. The Commission notes that in
order to fund the ʻcapped costʼ model, the
government could raise additional revenue
through general taxation, reprioritise existing
expenditure or introduce a specific new tax.
However, there are no immediately obvious
sources of new taxes or transfers from other
areas of spending available for funding the
ʻcapped costʼ model. The most likely sources
would be the NHS, and freezing – but not
cutting - the value of older peopleʼs benefits.
Overall, the recommendations of the
Commission do nothing to change the widely-

The only measure put forward by the
Commission to address the ʻpostcode lotteryʼ
in support is portable need-assessments,
such that individuals moving to a new local
authority would be entitled to the same level
of support until they are reassessed.
There are entirely logical reasons for the
Commission to preserve the core role given
to local discretion by the current system.
However, the ʻpostcode lotteryʼ in care and
support will remain under the Commissionʼs
proposals, with associated problems around
unpredictability, local variation and
perceptions of unfairness.
What does the Commission say about
Attendance Allowance?
The Commission supports the role of
Attendance Allowance (AA) – the principal
disability benefit for retirees - in addressing
lower-level needs, and recognizes its
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rationale, as a universal, non-means tested
benefit.

Nevertheless, despite building their
recommendations specifically around a
ʻcarer-sightedʼ assessment of need, the
Nevertheless, the Commission feels there
Commissionʼs proposals do not offer any
may be more scope for joined-up
significant advancement for informal carers
assessments, as well as changing the name
on proposals that have been circulated
of AA to clarify its purpose. More widely,
previously. In addition, the ʻcapped costʼ
previous work by the Strategic Society Centre model will pose a dilemma for policymakers,
has explored the multiple options available for as it may create resentment among families
improving the integration and coordination of
who save the state many thousands of
AA with social care including data-sharing,
pounds over a period of years through
and formally positioning AA as an entry-point providing informal care, only to find that the
into the social care system. There is now an
person they care for is still liable for £35,000
excellent opportunity to improve coordination of care costs when entering residential care.
and integration across disability benefits and
social care.
What are the delivery issues for the
ʻcapped costʼ model?
What is the offer for informal carers?
The ʻcapped costʼ model creates a number of
The Commissionʼs recommendations on
challenging implementation issues that
supporting informal carers build on previous
policymakers will have to address:
government Carersʼ Strategies and the recent ! Despite the incentives to seek
recommendations of the Law Commission.
assessment, there may be challenges in
Highlights include: carers being fully
getting individuals assessed at the time
consulted about the support they need to
they experience qualifying levels of need.
ensure that the demands placed upon them
! Although the Commission proposes annual
are not too much; a new social care statute
re-assessments, fluctuations in peopleʼs
setting out a single and stand-alone duty to
disability may require mechanisms to
undertake carerʼs assessments, on the basis
trigger extra reassessments.
of which councils would have to decide
! The Commission proposes a complete
whether to provide services to the carer
reform of the Fair Access to Care Services
based on a new an eligibility framework for
(FACS) framework.
carersʼ services.
! Policymakers will have to review local
authority needs-assessment to ensure they
up to the task required of them in the
10
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ʻcapped costʼ model. For example, where
wealthy individuals opt to purchase formal
care rather than rely on available informal
support, social workers will have to
allocate notional packages of support on
the basis of notional informal care
provision.
! Given many individuals will be assessed
only to receive ʻnotionalʼ financial
packages of support, gaming may result,
such as households overstating disability,
hiding financial resources or understating
their ability to provide informal care.
! The Commission acknowledges that the
threshold of the cap would have to
increase over time to reflect inflation and
changes in unit care costs, and a clear,
predictable process would be required to
determine this.
! Given local authority discretion on care
spending, any new funding directed to
local authorities may require new
measures to ensure it is used for this
purpose.
! The current government has set out plans
to reform local business rates, and this will
have to be taken account of in any plans to
implement the ʻcapped costʼ model.
What are the choices for policymakers?
What are the key choices for policymakers
going forward in relation to the
recommendations of the Commission on
Funding of Care and Support? One option

would be to implement the ʻcapped costʼ
model in full.
A second option would be to set out plans to
implement the model in part or in stages,
taking account of the fiscal environment and
the capacity of the social care system to
adapt to new arrangements. For example, the
government could implement different
components of the model at different times,
e.g. the £100,000 threshold for residential
care followed some years later by the
£35,000 cap on care costs. Alternatively, the
government could implement the model in
full, but in a much less generous form (e.g. a
£80,000 cap), that became more generous
over time.
If the government were concerned with doing
everything it could to encourage private
insurance, it could adopt a carer-blind
ʻaccumulated disabilityʼ model instead of the
Commissionʼs carer-sighted ʻcapped costʼ
model. However, there would be complex
trade-offs involved.
Alternatively, the government could enable
individuals to insure themselves against the
£35,000 liability by letting individuals ʻbuy
their way outʼ of the means-test through the
operation of state-sponsored insurance
schemes at a national level, or local schemes
operated by individual local authorities.
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Finally, many of the challenges around using
local authority needs-assessments to allocate
ʻnotional packages of supportʼ could be
addressed through applying ʻmatching
contributionsʼ in the social care system, and
this would represent a further variant of the
ʻcapped costʼ model for policymakers to
explore.
Conclusion
The principal long-term care funding
challenge that existed before the appointment
of the Commission remains the same now:
how to find new funding to meet growing
demand for the current system, with the
amount required by the social care system in
England set to increase by £8.3 billion by
2025.
The long-term care funding system has long
needed a new and specific stream of funding
to cope with this rising demand. The
Commission was not directed to define what
that revenue stream should be. Instead, the
Commission has set out an aspiration for
what the ʻshapeʼ of state support should be,
representing a fairer partnership between the
individual and state.
The principal strength of the Commissionʼs
capped cost model is that it is built around an
indisputable truth: only the state can
coordinate protection against catastrophic
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care costs for the population, so the state
must step in and provide this protection.
The key criticism that can be made of the
ʻcapped costʼ model is that against a
backdrop of rising demand, population ageing
and a difficult fiscal outlook, most of the
additional cost posed by the ʻcapped costʼ
model would be spent on the top two income
quintiles of older people.
It will be up to the government to decide how
to balance the delivery of a right to protection
from catastrophic care costs with the need to
target resources in the context of a fiscallyconstrained system.
Given that most of the extra spending
required by the ʻcapped costʼ model would go
to wealthier households, stakeholders are
likely to insist that it is wealthier older
households who shoulder the additional costs
of implementing the model.
In maintaining a significant role for local
discretion in the social care system, even in
the context of a reformed FACS framework,
there is a risk that councils will seek to
manage their budgets in the context of a duty
to deliver a £35,000 cap by reducing notional
and actual entitlement.
Going forward, the government should take
forward those recommendations of the
Commission that do not require major new
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expense: scaling up the Deferred Payment
Scheme; reforming FACS; and, enabling
portable needs assessments. The
government should also proceed with piloting
key aspects of the ʻcapped costʼ model as
soon as possible.
When policymakers have formed a
judgement about the deliverability of the
ʻcapped costʼ model, politicians can then
make a judgement about priorities, and which
step the implementation of the ʻcapped costʼ
model should represent in the ongoing
process of long-term care funding reform.
While the Commission has set out a
compelling proposal for eliminating some of
the disastrous consequences of the current
system for some families, politicians must not
be distracted from the bigger of issue of how
to drive significant, new funding into the
social care system to cope with rising
demand.
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Part 1: Setting the
scene
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1. Introduction
The government appointed the Commission on Funding of Care and
Support to make recommendations on how to achieve an affordable
and sustainable funding system for care and support...

On July 4th 2011, the Commission on
Funding of Care and Support published
its final recommendations: “Fairer Care
Funding”.1
The Commission comprised Andrew Dilnot (Chair),
Lord Norman Warner and Dame Jo Williams.
The government appointed the Commission in 2010 to
make recommendations on how to achieve an
affordable and sustainable funding system for care and
support, across both domiciliary and residential
settings.
The Terms of Reference of the Commission (see
Appendix 1) set clear boundaries for what the
Commission should examine, in particular, restricting
the Commission to the funding of care and support for
adults in England. The Terms of Reference were also
explicit in emphasising a ʻpartnershipʼ between
individuals and the state, and the importance of
enabling individuals to choose to protect their assets,
especially their home. Another key criteria in the
Terms of Reference is sustainability, in particular,
ensuring that any costs to the state are sustainable in
the context of an ageing population.
The government also instructed the Commission to
develop proposals in the context of the welfare reform
agenda – in effect, to respect the Department for Work
and Pensionʼs control over the future of the older
peopleʼs disability benefit, Attendance Allowance, and
the working-age equivalent, Disability Living
Allowance.
The objectives of this report
The publication of the final recommendations of the
Commission on Funding of Care and Support were
quickly followed by demands from stakeholders and
politicians for the government to move quickly to

publish a White Paper. In this context, this report
seeks to provide:
! Objective, impartial analysis of the
recommendations of the Commission and their
implications for families and care providers;
! Supporting analysis of related policy issues that fell
outside the Commissionʼs scope, such as
Attendance Allowance;
! Exploration of key choices and options for the
government as it prepares its response to “Fairer
Care Funding”.
This report does not seek to evaluate the
Commissionʼs recommendations in a broader sense by
judging them against alternative funding models –
ʻfreeʼ personal care, the Kingʼs Fund ʻpartnershipʼ
model, the National Care Fund model - that have
featured in policy debate over the last decade.
Instead, given the intense pressure on the current
system and the governmentʼs commitment to
producing a White Paper, this report seeks to jumpstart the process of implementing reform in the wake of
the Commissionʼs final report.
Part 1 of this report examines the background to the
Commission, and the characteristics of the long-term
care funding system in England. The second part
examines the details of the funding model put forward
in ʻFairer Care Fundingʼ.
Part 3 explores associated reforms to the social care
system under the Commissionʼs recommendations.
The final part of the report identifies next steps for
policymakers and stakeholders.

Key Points
! The Commission on Funding of Care and Support
was asked to make recommendations on how to
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This report seeks to provide objective, impartial analysis of the
Commission’s recommendations...

achieve an affordable and sustainable funding
system for care and support, across both
domiciliary and residential settings.
! The Terms of Reference of the Commission set
clear boundaries for what the Commission should
examine, and were also explicit in emphasising a
ʻpartnershipʼ between individuals and the state, and
the importance of enabling individuals to choose to
protect their assets, especially their home.
! To advance the debate, this report seeks to
provide: objective, impartial analysis of the
recommendations of the Commission and their
implications for families and care providers;
supporting analysis of related policy issues that fell
outside the Commissionʼs scope, such as
Attendance Allowance; and, exploration of key
choices and options for the government as it
prepares its response to “Fairer Care Funding”.
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2. The current system and its problems
The long-term care system in England is built around local authority
assessments of need, and means-testing...

The creation of the Commission on
Funding of Care and Support followed the
efforts of the previous Labour
government to address problems with the
funding of care, as well as multiple
studies calling for reform from
independent organisations and
stakeholder groups.
This chapter outlines the functioning of the current
system, and the problematic outcomes that are
perceived to result from it.
How does the long-term care system in England
work currently?
Local authorities in England and Wales are
responsible for assessing adults in their area with
disability-related needs, and allocating publicly funded
support to them on the basis of a needs-assessment
and means-assessment.
Who receives services and what do they get?
During 2007-08, around 1.75 million working age and
older people used different social care services, either
provided directly by their local council or purchased on
their behalf from private and voluntary organisations.
Local authority services for those needing care can
include:
! Personal care, such as help with washing, dressing
and using the toilet;
! Practical help such as cooking or cleaning;
! Aids and equipment;
! Adaptations to the home;
! Telecare alarm systems;
! Meals delivered to the home.
However, under the aegis of the ʻpersonalisationʼ
agendas, in which users are put at the centre of the

process and given choice and control over resources,
the government is keen for more users to receive a
cash-based Personal Budget rather than services
provided or organised by their local authority.
How do local authorities assess need?
Local authorities assess need using a standardised
scale called ʻFair Access to Care Servicesʼ, or FACS.
Councils use this scale to allot individuals to one of
four different levels of need: Low, Moderate,
Substantial and Critical. The full FACS criteria are set
out in Appendix 2.
FACS is best thought of as an assessment of disability
and need. It uses data on a personʼs cognitive and
physical impairments, their living situation and the
extent to which their care needs are being met, for
example, through informal care. Ultimately, FACS is a
tool used by local authorities for rationing public
resources on care and support among a defined
population of people in need. The purpose of FACS is
to provide a clear, objective framework with which to
do this, although the operation of the FACS system
ultimately comes down to the subjective judgement of
individual social workers.
Crucially, local authorities are entirely free to decide at
what level of need on the FACS scale they begin
providing support to individuals living in their area. So,
some councils provide funding to individuals with
needs assessed as Substantial or Critical; others only
to individuals with Critical needs. In addition, councils
have total freedom to determine what level of financial
support will be provided to individuals with different
levels of assessed need under the FACS criteria
reflecting, for example, the variable unit costs of
different types of service in their area.
It is important to distinguish between the operating
framework for councils that FACS comprises, and the
way this system works ʻon the groundʼ. For example,
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The asset threshold for council support is £23,250, and can take
account of the value of someone’s home if no one is living there...

Department of Health guidance explicitly states that an
assessment of a personʼs ability to pay for services
should only take place after they have been assessed
as having eligible needs; the emphasis in the guidance
is on everyone receiving a needs-assessment before
any means-test. However, a 2008 survey by the
Commission for Social Care Inspection (CSCI) found
one third of people who failed to get a needsassessment reported that they were told they did not
2
meet their councilʼs financial criteria.
Do local authorities provide support to individuals
with low level needs?
No. Reflecting the growing demands on the social care
system in recent years, eligibility criteria have on
average tightened and the number of councils offering
support to people with Moderate or Low needs has
dwindled.
It is worthwhile noting that as a preliminary step before
the implementation of any new long-term care funding
system, the Commission has recommended
standardising support across the country by ensuring
that all councils provide support for at least Substantial
levels of need.
How do local authorities currently assess means?
Entitlement to local authority funding for care and
support in the home or in residential care is dependent
on a means-test, i.e. an assessment of a personʼs
income and wealth.
The key feature of local authority means-tests is the
rule regarding what types of assets qualify as
ʻassessable capitalʼ:
! For care in a personʼs own home, the value of their
home may not be taken account of.
! For residential care, the value of a personʼs home
may be included as ʻassessable capitalʼ in the
18

means-test, if the person does not have a
dependent or spouse still living there.
In this way, the means-tests for domiciliary care and
residential care are different.
The upper capital limit applied in local authority
means-tests is £23,250 of ʻassessable capitalʼ. If a
person has more than this amount in ʻassessable
capitalʼ, they may be asked to pay the full cost (upfront or deferred) of any care organised by the local
authority, whether via direct provision, through a
Personal Budget or residential care.
People with less than £14,250 in assessable capital
only pay towards their care what they can afford out of
their income, while people with assets greater than
£23,250 receive no support. People with assessable
capital between these values are expected to make a
contribution out of their assets, which is calculated by
assuming that they can afford an extra £1 per week for
every £250 of assets they have above the £14,250
threshold (known as ʻtariff incomeʼ). The aim of the
ʻtariff incomeʼ rules is to ensure that there is an agreed
way of taking account of someoneʼs capital/assets into
the assessment of means.
Disability benefits may be taken into account as part of
a personʼs income when local authorities calculate how
much to charge someone for any services received;
however, the mobility component of Disability Living
Allowance cannot be taken account of.
So what are the problems with the current social
care system in England?
Stakeholders and researchers generally identify a set
of key problems with the current long-term care
funding system in England.
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Problems with the system include under-funding in the face of rising
demand, the incidence of ‘catastrophic costs’ among households,
over-burdened carers and a ‘postcode lottery’ in support...

! Underfunding
Public spending on social care in England has failed to
keep pace with rising demand, in particular, the
significant increase in the number of individuals aged
85+. The result has been insufficient resources to
achieve quality services; and, increasing rationing by
local authorities. For example, in 2005-06, around half
of councils provided support to individuals with Low to
Moderate needs. By 2011, this proportion had dropped
3
to 18%.
The problem of underfunding is likely to become even
more severe in the future. Indeed, analysis published
by the Commission shows that just to “stand still” and
maintain existing levels of entitlements, public
spending on adult social care will have to increase
from £14.5 billion to £22.8 billion by 2025. Public
spending on disability-related benefits for adults will
4
have to increase from £11.7 billion to £14.9 billion.
! Unmet need
Although difficult to quantify precisely, there is
substantial evidence to suggest that there is ʻunmet
needʼ in the social care system, i.e. individuals failing
to receive the support they need. This may be because
some individuals some individuals go without care
because they feel they cannot afford it, but are not
ʻcoveredʼ by the state safety-net.

£23,250 threshold of means-tested public support.
This can leave individuals confronting accumulated
ʻcatastrophicʼ care costs of several hundred thousand
pounds.
! Over-burdened carers
Family members providing informal care can find
themselves providing round-the-clock care with
negligible support from local authorities. The personal
costs to individuals can be significant, in terms mental
and physical health, as well as lost opportunities for
employment or leisure.
! Local variation
Local authority discretion as to the value of support
they provide different levels of need results in a
ʻpostcode lotteryʼ in entitlement. This results in
differences in support that are perceived to be unfair,
unpredictable and which ultimately makes it harder for
individuals to plan ahead.
! Complexity
It is generally agreed that the social care system in
England is complex, meaning that users may struggle
to identify or access support, and those without need
do not plan ahead because it is so difficult to ascertain
what support they will receive.

! Means-testing
Key Points
Local authority means-testing of support England
remains deeply unpopular, discourages individuals
from seeking support, and disincentivizes saving for
retirement.
! Catastrophic costs
Some individuals experiencing high levels of need for a
long-time are forced to spend down their wealth to the

! The current long-term care funding system in
England is built around local-authority assessments
of need, which explicitly take account of informal
care received in determining council support.
! Those with more than £23,250 in assessable
capital – which frequently includes personʼs home
in assessments for residential care support – will
receive nothing from their local authority.
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There are also problems with unmet need...

! The principal problems associated with the longterm care funding system in England are
underfunding in the face of rising demand, meanstesting, the incidence of ʻcatastrophic costsʼ, overburdened family carers, the public ʻpostcode lottery
in supportʼ, and complexity.
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Part 2: The funding
model
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3. Is the limited liability principle the right one?

The Commission’s recommendations are built around the ‘limited
liability principle’: individuals have a right to be protected from
catastrophic care costs...

At the core of the Commissionʼs ʻcapped
costʼ model is a simple principle: the state
should step in and fund the ʻcatastrophic
costsʼ of care for those who need care for
a long time.
Previously in policy debate, this approach has been
referred to as the ʻlimited liability modelʼ, rather than
the ʻcapped cost modelʼ, which is the name the
Commission has opted to give their proposal. This
chapter explores the core principle underpinning this
model and what it means for the shape of state
support for the costs of care.
Why should the state cap the costs or liability of
individuals in relation to care?
The ʻlimited liability principleʼ stems from the fact that
the insurance industry finds it almost impossible to
provide protection (insurance) to the population in
relation to the ʻcatastrophic costsʼ of care that result
from needing high levels of care for a long time. So,
the argument goes, if individuals cannot obtain
protection from the insurance industry, the state must
step in and provide it instead. The principle
underpinning the idea is that it is not fair for those
unfortunate individuals who go on to experience
catastrophic care costs to be denied the opportunity for
protection.
Why canʼt the insurance industry provide cover
against ʻcatastrophic costsʼ?

the future, the data that insurers can use to price this
risk is inevitably inadequate, and insurers confront
significant uncertainty. For example, if a 45-year man
old purchases pre-funded long-term care insurance, he
may not need care for another 40 years, during which
time various factors may change his ʻrisk profileʼ, such
as the invention of life-extending drugs for dementia
sufferers.
Confronted with such inherent uncertainty, insurance
companies either choose not to offer insurance against
care costs, or are forced to hold high levels of ʻreserve
capitalʼ in case they have priced risks badly, ultimately
pushing up the cost of insurance for consumers and
squeezing take-up.
How have long-term care insurance products dealt
with these issues previously?
Previously, pre-funded insurance products for longterm care have tried to get around these problems in
various ways. Some products functioned as
investment accounts that converted into an insurance
policy at a later date. Other insurance products
included terms and conditions enabling insurers to
revise premiums/payments at a later stage. However,
perhaps inevitably, such products have not proved
popular. The result is that since 2010, no UK insurer
has offered pre-funded insurance for long-term care.
Overseas, take-up rates for pre-funded long-term care
insurance are typically low and peak at around 1015%.
Why prioritise the principle of limited liability now?

The insurance industry confronts intractable problems
associated with trying to ʻpriceʼ the risks associated
with pre-funded long-term care insurance. The
principal risks insurers have to consider are: morbidity
risk (“will someone need care?”) and longevity risk
(“how long will they need care for?”).

One effect of applying the limited liability principle to
the long-term care funding system may be to cap the
costs of wealthy individuals through increased public
expenditure. Some stakeholders may raise questions
around priorities and the targeting of support in a
resource-constrained long-term care system that

However, because individuals may need care far into
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Since insures cannot provide such protection – owing to difficulty in
pricing risk – the state must step in and provide this protection
instead...

confronts rising demand. However, several points can
be made:
! If the capping of individual liability is accompanied
by an improvement in the basic ʻsafety-netʼ for the
most vulnerable – as the Commission has
advocated – then targeting issues are of less
concern. Ultimately, it is up to policymakers and
politicians to decide what the right balance is
between targeting resources on the safety-net
versus a cap on care costs, taking account of
where else in the social care system the resources
could be targeted.
! Any ʻperverseʼ distributional effects of a limited
liability model that appear can be mediated; indeed,
the Commission has sought to ensure its ʻcapped
costʼ model is as progressive as possible.
! Since it is only the state that can provide cover to
the population against catastrophic care costs, then
any reform of long-term care funding in which the
state does not do this is arguably ʻflawedʼ, and will
ultimately need further reform. Put another way, a
necessary ʻbuilding blockʼ of any acceptable system
of long-term care funding has to involve the state
coordinating protection to the population against the
potential catastrophic costs of care.
! Any funding model built around the limited liability
principle does not preclude more generous state
support later, and can be a stepping-stone toward
it.
Are the arguments for the limited liability principle
really about helping the insurance industry?
Some advocates of limited liability models of long-term
care funding have done so in the belief that this will
facilitate a market in pre-funded long-term care
insurance. Indeed, if the state limits the liability of
individuals in relation to care costs – literally, the
liability they have to insure against - this should reduce
the cost for individuals of insuring themselves for the
remaining liability. By factoring out of the picture the

uncertainty posed by future trends in longevity and
morbidity, long-term care funding models built around
the limited liability principle may also make it easier for
insurers to enter the market – currently defunct in the
UK – for pre-funded long-term care insurance.
However, multiple demand and supply factors inhibit
this market, and any effect of the application of the
limited liability principle to the long-term care funding
system will be mediated by these other factors. The
effect of the ʻcapped costʼ model of the Commission on
the long-term care insurance market is considered in
later chapters.
But fundamentally, the principle of ʻlimited liabilityʼ is
about the welfare state, and the state fulfilling those
functions in peopleʼs lives that it can undertake far
more easily than the insurance industry. It implicitly
recognises the essential role of the state in mitigating
some of the risks that the whole population confronts.
So, the arguments behind the limited liability principle
should not be seen just as a way of encouraging
people to take out private insurance for care.
Comment
As this chapter has explored, only the state is really in
a position to oversee protection to the population
against the ʻcatastrophic costsʼ of long-term care, so
the ʻlimited liability principleʼ is a fair and reasonable
starting point for designing the shape of state-support
for long-term care. In this sense, a core strength of the
Commissionʼs recommendations is that it is built
around an indisputable observation regarding the role
of the state.

Key points:
! At the core of the Commissionʼs proposals is the
ʻlimited liability principleʼ, which argues that it is
unfair to leave some individuals exposed to
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At its core, the limited liability principle is about the state fulfilling
those functions in people’s lives that only it can undertake...

ʻcatastrophicʼ accumulated care costs that occur
when someone needs high levels of formal care for
a long time; and, given the insurance industry
cannot provide protection to the population against
such costs, the state must step in and provide it
instead.
! Why canʼt the insurance industry provide cover
against ʻcatastrophic costsʼ? The insurance industry
confronts intractable problems associated with
trying to ʻpriceʼ the risks associated with pre-funded
long-term care insurance: the chances that
someone will need care, and how long they will
need it for. Because individuals may need care far
into the future, the data that insurers can use to
price this risk is inevitably inadequate, and insurers
confront significant uncertainty.
! Are the arguments for the limited liability principle
therefore really about helping the insurance
industry? Fundamentally, the principle of ʻlimited
liabilityʼ is about the welfare state, and the state
fulfilling those functions in peopleʼs lives that it can
undertake far more easily than the insurance
industry. It implicitly recognises the essential role of
the state in mitigating some of the risks that the
whole population confronts.
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4. How can the limited liability principle be applied
to care funding?
The limited liability model could be applied to the long-term care
system in different ways...

However, applying this principle, multiple different
ʻlimited liabilityʼ - or ʻcapped costʼ - models of funding
could be constructed. Indeed, the Commission itself
acknowledge this fact by exploring how the costs of
5
care can be ʻmeteredʼ in different ways.
To properly analyse the Commissionʼs
recommendations it is important to understand the
choices it has made, and the trade-offs that result. This
chapter therefore asks: what are the different ways
that the limited liability principle can be applied to the
long-term care funding system?
Should the state limit how much individuals spend
on care?
This is the accumulated expenditure model – a
personʼs liability is limited by recording how much they
spend on care and support.

Need

The previous chapter set out the ʻlimited
liability principleʼ: the argument that
individuals should have the opportunity to
be protected from the catastrophic costs
of long-term care, and because the
insurance industry cannot provide this
protection, the state must provide it
instead.

Private expenditure on
formal care and support

State
funding

Cap

Expenditure on formal care (£)
The state records how much individuals spend on care
and support services, and once they have reached a
defined threshold, e.g. £50,000, the state undertakes
to fund any further care expenditure required. In order
to prevent individuals ʻover-consumingʼ by spending
more on care than is appropriate or necessary for a
defined level of need, the state would have to record
disability as well as expenditure.
Pros
! Simple and intuitive – most people can understand
the idea of capped expenditure, and it is easy for
the state to publicise what the cap is.
Cons
! Administration costs – recording expenditure and
checking that individuals are not ʻover-consumingʼ
care would impose a lot of bureaucratic costs.
! Penalises informal care provision – individuals in
receipt of informal care, sometimes at great
personal cost to the carer, would not reach the
threshold of entitlement to state support, because
they would not be accumulating receipts for formal
care they have purchased. The result might be the
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Options include capping expenditure, and capping duration of
personal responsibility for care needs – but each model has tradeoffs...

withdrawal of some informal care provision,
pushing up the costs of the system to the state.
! Distributional effect – wealthier households may be
more likely to opt for purchasing formal care instead
of providing informal care, so may benefit more
from a cap on expenditure.
Should the state fund care after someone has
needed support for a fixed amount of time?
This could be termed the accumulated duration of
care needs model – the state limits liability by
recording how long a person has needed care for.
Having reached a defined threshold of need, for
example, 3 Activity of Daily Living (ADL) failures, the
state records how long a person has needed care, and
beyond a defined point in time, funds the cost of formal
care required.

! Rewards carers – by not measuring care needs in
terms of expenditure, this model provides a
guarantee to carers that they will not be expected to
provide informal care indefinitely.
Cons
! High-needs individuals - as the Commission itself
notes, such a model would disadvantage those with
more intensive care needs who, over any given
period of time, could spend significantly more on
care than those with less intensive needs
experienced for the same amount of time. This is
because such a model only looks at duration of
need of need, not level of need.
Should the state limit liability by funding the care
of those who have experienced the highest levels
of disability for the longest amount of time?
This is the accumulated disability model – the state
limits liability by funding care once someone has
experienced a certain amount of disability for a certain
period of time.

2 years

Time
Pros
! Simple and intuitive – most people can understand
the idea of the state capping the amount of time
that individuals have to take responsibility for their
own care needs.
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State
funding

State
funding

Activity of Daily Living
Failures

Need

Private expenditure on
formal care and support

5
4
3
2
1
Cap

Time
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The Commission’s ‘capped cost’ model caps need proportional to
informal care, measured as a financial value...

This model takes account of both duration of need and
level of disability. How would it work? A standardized
measure of physical and cognitive impairment – such
as Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) – could be used by
the state to record level of need. The state also
records length of need. So, for example, for each
month that a person experiences 1 ADL failure, they
could be allocated one ʻcreditʼ. When a person reaches
70 credits, they become entitled to have their care
costs funded by the state. Someone experiencing 4
ADL failures would reach this threshold more quickly
than someone experiencing 2 ADL failures. The cap
on liability therefore focuses on those individuals who
have required more care for longer.

Cons
! Administration – requires a significant amount of
administration to implement.
! Cost – by paying for care beyond a defined
threshold of accumulated disability, the state may
displace informal carers at this point, despite their
continued willingness to provide care, ultimately
increasing the cost for the state.

This is the accumulated need model and is also the
ʻcapped costʼ model advocated by the Commission –
the state limits liability by defining ʻneedʼ, and funding a
personʼs care needs after taking account of any
informal care provided, beyond a set threshold.

State
funding

Assessed need (£)

Pros
! Fair - takes account of both level and duration of
need in providing support.
! Insurable risk - because both level (morbidity) and
duration (longevity) of disability are insurable risks,
the insurance industry can provide products that
cover precisely the liability that individuals are left
with. For example, on the basis of a ʻ70 creditʼ cap
described above, an insurer could price a policy at
£200 per ADL per month, so that the maximum
pay-out was £14,000.
! Informal care – does not penalise informal care
provision, and arguably rewards it in that families
are responsible for taking care of someone up to a
defined level of accumulated disability, but not
beyond it.

Should the state limit the liability of individuals in
relation to need for formal (paid) care?

Cap

Time

Rather than just accumulated expenditure or disability,
this model records accumulated need for care relative
to the availability and receipt of informal care, in the
same way local authorities do currently. In effect, this
is an accumulated disability model, but for which the
notional need attributed to a person is proportional not
just to disability, but to the amount of informal care
received and the resulting need for formal care,
whether or not that need is met.
Because local authorities currently measure need in
this way and use a ʻResource Allocation Systemʼ to
attach a financial value to that need, this model of
accumulated need can be expressed as a financial
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This ensures that resources are targeted at those not able to rely on
informal care...

value. In this way, the Commission was able to
propose its ʻcapped costʼ with an accompanying
suggested cap of £35,000, even though this is a cap
on need as assessed by local authorities, not a cap on
expenditure.
Pros
! Efficient – allocates resources on the basis of both
accumulated disability and availability of informal
care, so targets resources efficiently.
! Costs – as a ʻcarer-sightedʼ model, it is
considerably cheaper for the state than a funding
model that ignores informal care provision – ʻcarerblindʼ - and which might therefore disincentivise
informal care provision.
Cons
! Carers – families that provide all or most of the care
required are effectively penalised, as their relative
does not reach the threshold for state support,
despite the family effectively saving the state
money. As such, the model may disincentivise
informal care provision.
! Non-insurable risk – because the factors
determining when someone reaches the threshold
(cap) for state support is determined by availability
and receipt of informal care, as well as duration and
level of disability, considered as a ʻliabilityʼ for
individuals, this is impossible for insurance
companies to provide protection against. This
important point is explored in more detail in later
chapters in relation to the ʻcapped costʼ model of
the Commission.

groups. However, these further theoretical models are
not explored here.
Comment
This chapter has reviewed different theoretical models
of long-term care funding that embody the ʻlimited
liability principleʼ. This discussion may appear
technical or theoretical. However, an appreciation of
these issues is essential for understanding the full
effects of the Commissionʼs ʻcapped costʼ model,
which is now described in detail in the next chapter.

Key points:
! There are different ways in which the ʻlimited
liability principleʼ can be applied to the long-term
care funding system.
! Options include models that measure cost in terms
of ʻaccumulated expenditureʼ and ʻaccumulated
disabilityʼ. However, each approach has different
trade-offs such as the effect on incentives to
provide informal care, administrative costs, and
fairness.
! The Commissionʼs model applies the limited liability
principle through an ʻaccumulated needʼ model, in
which need is measured proportional to receipt of
informal care, in the same way local authorities
currently assess need.

Are there other ways in which the ʻlimited liability
principleʼ could be applied?
Yes. Many other potential models could be
constructed, for example, capping expenditure as a
percentage of peopleʼs assets rather than a cash
amount, or having different cash limits for different
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5. The Commission’s ‘capped cost’ model
Building on the framework of the current system, the Commission’s
‘capped cost’ model would cap costs at £35,000 of assessed need...

The previous chapters have been
theoretical in nature, and have explored
the principle of ʻlimited liabilityʼ, in order
to set the Commissionʼs ʻcapped costʼ
model in context.

Need

This chapter now explores the ʻcapped costʼ model in
more detail by detailing the specific recommendations
of the Commission.

subject to a means-test, even if they subsequently go
into residential care.

Informal care

How does the Commission propose to cap the
care costs of individuals receiving care at home?
Existing means-testing rules for care at home will still
apply, in relation to both the £23,250 threshold and
what constitutes ʻassessable capitalʼ.
However, all individuals with eligible needs will be
allocated a notional cash value of support, even if they
do not qualify for this package of support because their
income and wealth disqualifies them under the rules of
the means-test. The financial value of this notional
package of support is therefore the amount they would
have received if their means had not put them above
the £23,250 threshold.
Even though they are not receiving local authority
support, the notional cash value of support allocated to
someone will accumulate month after month, and may
increase (or decrease) following a periodic
reassessment of need.
When the accumulated financial value of the notional
package of support reaches £35,000, individuals will
be entitled to support on a ʻmeans-blindʼ basis. In other
words, at this point, the personʼs notional package of
support will cease to be notional, and they will then
receive this amount of financial support, even if they
remain above the threshold of the means-test. In
effect, when the accumulated notional package of
support reaches £35,000, individuals are no longer

Actual
support

Notional support

£35,000

Accumulated local authority
support (£)
So the ʻcostsʼ under the ʻcapped costʼ model is
notional council support?
Yes. The Commission has described its proposals as a
ʻcapped costʼ model, which caps the amount that
individuals have to pay toward care costs. However,
while an intuitive name, the model could more
accurately be described as a capped notional support
or capped exclusion from means-tested support
model. The model caps the amount that individuals do
not receive from their local authority, because of their
income and wealth.
In effect, the ʻcapped costʼ model records the amount
of support that individuals would have received from
their local authority under a ʻmeans-blindʼ scenario in
which local authorities did not apply means-tests.
When the total amount of support that someone would
have received reaches £35,000, a person becomes
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Individuals above the means-test threshold, but who have eligible
needs, would be allocated ‘notional packages of support’ by their
council, which would accumulate and cease to be notional when they
total £35,000...

entitled to ʻmeans-blindʼ funding for care and support
from their local authority.
Importantly, under the Commissionʼs proposals, an
individualʼs entire notional package of support should
be recorded – ʻmeteredʼ - regardless of how (or if) the
costs of care that someone is judged to need are
being met.
It is crucially important to underline again that the
model is built around current ʻcarer-sightedʼ local
authority assessments of need, so notional packages
of support are allocated on the basis of ʻcarer-sightedʼ
need, not disability.
Why £35,000?
The level of £35,000 is judged by the Commission to
balance value-for-money for the state with the
realisation of the benefits of a ʻcapped costsʼ model,
such as ʻpeace of mindʼ among the population. The
Commission has suggested a range of £25,0006
£50,000. Given fiscal constraints, and other
considerations such as ʻdeadweight costsʼ, Treasury
policymakers may be more inclined to focus on a
potential £50,000 threshold, or a level even higher.
How does the Commission propose to cap the
care costs of individuals in residential care?
The ʻcapped costʼ model that applies to care at home
will also apply to residential care, but with a significant
change in the means-test.
At present, ʻassessable capitalʼ for residential care
means-tests includes the value of someoneʼs home, as
long as no dependent or spouse is living there. The
vast majority of homeowners whose homes can be
included in the means-test for council-funded
residential care therefore fall above the £23,250
threshold.
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The Commission proposes that under its ʻcapped costʼ
model, individuals in residential care would be subject
to a different means-test: the means-test threshold of
state support for residential care would increase from
£23,250 to £100,000.
However, the Commission argues that even with a
raised threshold, the threshold remains too ʻbluntʼ, or
as economists would describe it, a ʻcliff-edgeʼ. This is
undesirable because it means that entitlement is
effectively ʻswitched on and offʼ because someone is
worth £1 more or less than the threshold.
To address the cliff-edge nature of the means-test, the
Commission recommends that the use of ʻtariff
incomesʼ should now be deployed in relation to the
means-test for residential care.
At present, local authorities deploy ʻtariff incomesʼ in
relation to individuals with assets between £14,250
and £23,250 who are expected to make a contribution
out of their assets, which is calculated by assuming
that they can afford an extra £1 per week for every
£250 of assets they have above the £14,250 threshold.
The Commission proposes that for those in
residential care, tariff income would be calculated as
under the current system on assets between £14,250
and £100,000. People with assets above £100,000
would receive no means-tested support.
If someone entered residential care, having already
reached the £35,000 threshold, they would not be
subject to a means-test, and would be entitled to local
authority funding, albeit with contributions expected
from them for ʻliving costsʼ.
Would individuals have to pay anything else for
residential care?
Yes. The Commission has set out a new principle in
relation to thinking about whether the state or
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The Commission also proposes raising the means-test threshold to
£100,000 for individuals in residential care...

individual should fund accommodation costs: since it is
reasonable to expect individuals to plan for their living
costs – including in retirement – individuals receiving
state-funded residential care should, provided they can
afford to, make a contribution to the cost of their
7
residential care proportional to these living costs.
The Commission sets out how these living costs
should be defined. It argues that the size of the
contribution for living costs should be based on: 1)
what people could reasonably be expected to afford;
and, 2) what they would expect to pay for general
living costs if they were not in residential care.
The Commission specifies that people of any age who
are not able to afford the contribution would continue,
as now, to be eligible for support from the state.
To determine how the level of living costs should be
set, the Commission notes that the Department for
Work and Pensions guarantees a minimum annual
income for those over the State Pension Age of £7,142
per year. It also notes that the median income for
single people over state pension age in 2009/10 was
£11,284 which, after accounting for the Personal
Expenses Allowance (PEA), would mean that just over
half of all people could afford to make a contribution of
£10,000 from their income. On this basis, the
Commission recommends that individuals should
make a contribution toward living costs in residential
care of between £7,000 and £10,000.
For individuals of working age, the Commission notes
that working-age people benefit from less generous
minimum income guarantees under the social security
system, and that they are less likely to have built up
assets than older people. On this basis, the
Commission recommends setting a lower contribution
toward living costs for working age people, but does
not specify a figure or bands for the value of this
contribution.

Does the ʻcapped costʼ model apply in the same
way to all age groups?
No. The Commission proposes that the level of the cap
should be different for older people and younger
adults, because the latter have had less opportunity to
accumulate wealth, and plan and prepare for meeting
8
those care needs.
Below the age of 40 the cap should be zero, but
should then increase by £10,000 every ten years. In
this way, a 40-year-old would have a £10,000 cap, a
50-year-old £20,000, a 60-year-old £30,000 and a 65year-old £35,000. Individuals who have entered
adulthood with eligible care needs should receive free
care for life, i.e. the cap is set at zero.
However, such a scheme does create £10,000 ʻcliffedgesʼ every time someone reaches a major birthday.
An alternative approach would be simply to increase
the cap by £1000 for each of someoneʼs life after the
age of 40.
Can all of this be done with the current
assessment of need deployed by local
authorities?
Up to a point. The Commission observes that under
the ʻcapped costʼ model, local authority assessments
will serve two purposes:
! For those who qualify for local authority funded
care, it determines what state support they are
provided with;
! For those who do not yet qualify, it allows their care
needs to be ʻmeteredʼ so that they know when they
reach the cap.
The second of these two functions creates some new
and complex issues, as local authority needassessments would be deployed for a purpose they
were not designed for. This introduces an important
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For individuals below the age of 40, the cap would be set at zero...

set of questions, which are explored in subsequent
chapters.
So, will the Commissionʼs ʻcapped costsʼ model
cap a personʼs spending on care?
No. The ʻcapped costʼ model records how much
individuals would receive from their local authority, if
their (high) level of assessed wealth did not exclude
them from support. When this accumulated ʻnotional
financial supportʼ hits a certain threshold – the
Commission proposes £35,000 – then an individual
becomes entitled to have any further assessed need
met through state-funding.
But – crucially - all support funded by the state under
the ʻcapped costʼ model will be benchmarked. For
example, if someone lived in a residential care facility
costing more than average – e.g. £1000 per week once their accumulated notional package of support
will only reflect a benchmark amount of support paid
for by local authorities, both before and after someone
has reached the £35,000 threshold.

Residential care fees
(£ per week)

Private top-up payment on fees
£500

Notional support

Actual
support

As such, under the ʻcapped costʼ model, across both
home and residential careʼ, it is likely that many
households would choose – or be compelled – to topup their expenditure on care even after they have
reached the £35,000 threshold. As a result, for many
individuals, their experience of the ʻcapped costʼ model
would likely be that it would not cap out-of-pocket
expenditure on care and support.
So under the ʻcapped costsʼ model, once a person
reaches £35,000 in notional support, the state will
take responsibility for all care after that point
together with any private top-up payments by a
person?
No. Even after the £35,000 threshold, the model
remains ʻcarer-sightedʼ. So, the state will still assess
home care needs proportional to informal care
provided. If a carer is willing and able to provide care,
the state will only contribute toward any remaining
need, not all needs.
If individuals are funding living costs in residential
care, does the Commissionʼs model actually cap
costs at all?
Applying the living costs principle set out by the
Commission, the ʻcapped costsʼ model would see
individuals in residential care expected to contribute up
to £10,000 per year for their living costs. Over ten
years in residential care, this could amount to
£100,000. However, the Commission argues that
these are costs that would be borne by individuals
whether or not they were in residential care, and which
can be funded through the State Pension and personal
pensions, rather than running down assets.

£35,000

Accumulated local authority
support
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The ‘capped cost’ model is really a ‘capped exclusion from meanstested support’ model, although in many cases, what individuals would
receive from their council would be less than they want to spend on
care, particularly in a residential setting...

Since the ʻcapped costsʼ model will fund the care
of even very wealthy individuals, is it regressive?

Could the model be described as ʻregressiveʼ in
other ways?

This depends on what ʻlensʼ is being used to examine
the distribution of public expenditure on care and
support.

Another way in which to examine this issue is how
public expenditure on care and support is allocated
across the population. At present, it is highly targeted
on poorer households. The Commissionʼs analysis
shows that under the ʻcapped costʼ model, 75% of
spending will still be directed at the bottom three
9
income quintiles of older people. Viewed this way, the
ʻcapped costʼ model appears progressive, but
inevitably less so than the current system.

One critique traditionally made of ʻlimited liabilityʼ
models of long-term care funding is that they are
regressive because they offer more capital protection,
as a proportion of household wealth, to wealthier
households than poorer households.
For example, if the means-test is £25,000, but
individual liability is limited to £50,000, then a person
with £75,000 has one third of their wealth protected,
but a wealthier person with £100,000 has half of their
wealth protected, i.e. more than the less wealthy
person. A person worth £1 million has 95% of their
wealth protected.
Is the Commissionʼs ʻcapped costsʼ model regressive
in terms of capital protection? It is clearly a
consideration that the Commission has thought about
and is reflected in the design of the model. The
Commissionʼs calculations show that if it assumed that
people in residential care have maximum lifetime care
costs of £150,000, the maximum proportion of assets
that can be depleted peaks at around 30% for
individuals with £125,000 of wealth upon going into
care, but then declines further up the wealth
distribution to around 10% for individuals with
£350,000. The design feature of the ʻcapped costʼ
model that creates this outcome is the extended
means-test for residential care to £100,000.
So, in terms of capital protection, the ʻcapped costʼ
model could be described as a little bit regressive, but
not much. The difference in capital protection afforded
to most individuals varies by a range between 10-30%.

Nevertheless, if the model is viewed in terms of
additional public expenditure on care and support by
income group, analysis by the Commission makes it
clear that more will be spent on the top two income
10
quintiles of older people than the bottom three. As
such, as a reform to the long-term care funding
system, it would not be unreasonable to describe any
the ʻcapped costʼ model as regressive, even while the
wider system would remain progressive. This has
important implications for how the extra public
expenditure costs of the ʻcapped costʼ model would be
paid for.
Some commentators may argue any regressive aspect
of the model is unacceptable. Ultimately, it is up to
politicians and stakeholders to judge whether some
regressive effects of the ʻcapped costʼ model may be
an acceptable price to pay for the wider benefits to the
social care system such as ʻpeace of mindʼ to
everyone.
Comment
The Commission has adopted the ʻcapped costʼ name
as something that is simple, intuitive and attractive. But
it may also mislead: it implies a ʻcapped expenditureʼ
model as described in Chapter 4. Yet the ʻcapped costʼ
model is very different indeed. The model caps the
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The ‘capped cost’ model is not particularly regressive in relation to
levels of ‘capital protection’ afforded to households and overall public
spending on care; however, most of the additional costs imposed by
the model would benefit wealthier income quintiles...

financial support a person doesnʼt receive from the
state because of their wealth.
A key effect of the model in practice is that it will
highlight the different perspectives between
households and local authorities regarding what
constitutes an acceptable level and quality of care.
In residential care, this is nothing new: the average
amount paid by local authorities for a week in
residential care (£498) is well below the average cost
paid privately. But the ʻcapped costʼ model will scale
up this tension in domiciliary care, where individuals
who self-fund may well find that their local authority
believes they can cope with a lower level of care than
they would expect. Individuals who have passed the
threshold of £35,000 may still therefore find
themselves funding some of their care costs out-ofpocket. In time, this may erode support for the ʻcapped
costʼ model.

Key points:
! How does the Commission propose to cap the care
costs of individuals receiving care at home?
! Existing means-testing rules for care at home would
still apply, in relation to both the £23,250 threshold
and what constitutes ʻassessable capitalʼ.
! However, all individuals with eligible needs will be
allocated a notional cash value of support, even if
they do not qualify for an actual package of support,
because of the means-test.
! When the accumulated financial value of a personʼs
notional support reaches £35,000, individuals will
then be entitled to support on a ʻmeans-blindʼ basis,
and they will then receive actual support,
regardless of whether they are still above the
ʻmeans-testʼ threshold.
! A more accurate name for the Commissionʼs
ʻcapped costʼ model would therefore be a capped
exclusion from means-tested support model.
34

! A cap of £35,000 is judged by the Commission to
balance value-for-money for the state with the
realisation of the benefits of the model, such as
ʻpeace of mindʼ among the population.
! For residential care, Commission also proposes
that the means-test threshold be raised from
£23,250 to £100,000.
! However, the Commission argues that even with a
raised threshold, the threshold remains too ʻbluntʼ,
so it proposes that for those in residential care,
ʻtariff incomeʼ would be calculated as under the
current system on assets between £14,250 and
£100,000.
! The Commission also argues that since it is
reasonable to expect individuals to plan for their
living costs in retirement, individuals receiving
state-funded residential care should, provided they
can afford to, make a contribution to the cost of
their residential care proportional to these living
costs. The Commission recommends that retirees
should make a contribution toward living costs in
residential care of between £7,000 and £10,000.
! For individuals below the age of 40, the
Commission argues the £35,000 cap should be set
at zero, but should then increase by £10,000 every
ten years, until a person reaches 65.
! Will the Commissionʼs ʻcapped costsʼ model
actually cap a personʼs spending on care? Not
necessarily. The ʻcapped costʼ model records how
much individuals would receive from their local
authority for domiciliary or residential care, if their
assessed wealth did not exclude them from
support. As such, it is likely that many households
would choose – or be compelled – to top-up their
expenditure on care even after they have reached
the £35,000 threshold. As a result, for many
individuals, their experience of the ʻcapped costʼ
model would likely be that it would not cap out-ofpocket expenditure on care and support.
! Is the Commissionʼs ʻcapped costsʼ model
regressive? In terms of capital protection, not much:
the difference in capital protection afforded to
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The ‘capped cost’ model may bring into focus the differences between
what households and local authorities believe represents adequate
levels of spending on care...

different most individuals varies by a range
between 10-30%. At a system-level, the ʻcapped
costʼ model would still see 75% of public spending
directed at the bottom three income quintiles of
older people.
! However, if the model is viewed in terms of
additional public expenditure on care and support
by income group, analysis by the Commission
makes it clear that more of the additional spending
will go to the top two income quintiles of older
people than the bottom three.
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6. How can individuals meet the £35,000 cost?
The Commission argues that councils should have a duty to offer
deferred payment schemes, so that everyone has this option for not
selling their home while they are still alive...

This chapter considers how individuals
would meet the cost of the £35,000
liability that they are left with, under the
Commissionʼs ʻcapped costʼ model.
Ultimately, there are two ways that households could
meet these costs, in addition to paying out of income:
! Spending down savings and the value of property
wealth.
! Engaging in risk-pooling (insurance) that will pay for
the cost of the liability.
The chapter begins by exploring how individuals could
spend down assets to fund their liability.
Given many older people have substantial
property wealth, but only limited savings and
investments, could individuals use property
wealth to fund their £35,000 liability?
Yes. The Commissionʼs proposals gave particular
emphasis to the use of property wealth by individuals
to fund their liability under the ʻcapped costʼ model.
A key recommendation of the Commission is that the
existing ʻdeferred payment schemeʼ run by local
authorities for those who are in residential care and
are not receiving full state support should be available
11
across the country. The scheme operates by local
authorities putting a legal ʻchargeʼ on a personʼs home,
and then agreeing to pay their care home fees,
reclaiming the money when the person dies and their
home is sold.
The Commission believes this scheme should be
scaled up and made available to everyone through a
Duty on councils, and not be left to the discretion of
local authorities. In order to be cost-neutral to local
authorities, it is suggested that a rate of interest be
charged, although this is likely to be below a
commercial rate.
36

Ultimately, the key advantage of deferred payment
schemes is that they reduce the distress that results
for someone in residential care from the sale of their
home before they die.
However, although the scaling up of deferred payment
schemes would reduce the number of people in this
situation, it does not change the total bill for
individuals. It is a ʻdecumulationʼ scheme, not a ʻriskpoolingʼ scheme.
Will the ʻcapped costʼ model encourage
individuals to use equity release schemes to fund
their £35,000 liability?
Some stakeholders have consistently argued that
commercial equity release schemes – in which
consumers release some of the value of their home
through a ʻlifetime mortgageʼ or related product – could
be used to fund care. However, for a variety of
reasons, the use of equity release to fund care has
never taken off.
Superficially, it might appear that the ʻcapped costʼ
model creates a better environment for commercial
equity release schemes, since the ʻcapped costʼ model
takes away some of that uncertainty. As such, the
Commissionʼs proposals might encourage the nascent
market for equity release schemes to fund home care.
However, if the government implements the
Commissionʼs recommendations to scale up local
authority ʻdeferred payments schemesʼ for residential
care fees, which will offer low rates of interest, this will
potentially crowd out commercial provision of equity
release schemes. If it is successfully implemented at a
large scale for residential care, some local authorities
may also want to extend deferred payment schemes to
home care charges, which may be logical in policy
terms but would further crowd out commercial equity
release products.
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Strictly speaking, the £35,000 liability is insurable, because it is
determined by two factors that insurers cannot price for: informal
care; and, levels of financial support for different levels of need...

So whether through deferred payments schemes
or equity release, the ʻcapped costʼ model will see
more individuals spending down their household
wealth to fund their care needs?
It is certainly true that one of the key barriers to the
use of housing equity to fund care has been consumer
uncertainty over how much their accumulated total
care bills will be, and therefore, how much of their
equity it is safe to release. The ʻcapped costʼ model
takes away a lot of this uncertainty, and may therefore
encourage more individuals to use housing equity.
However, the ʻcapped costʼ model does not take away
all uncertainty, particularly given the large scope for
local authority discretion as to what levels of financial
support will be provided. For example, a person
receiving care at home may be worried by the prospect
of entering residential care, and concerned to preserve
their housing equity in order to be able to pay more
than the benchmark level of council support in order to
be able to live in a higher quality care home than the
local council will pay for.
Will the ʻcapped costʼ model result in a market for
pre-funded long-term care insurance?
Some stakeholders in the long-term care funding
debate have consistently advocated a central role for
pre-funded long-term care insurance. However, the
market in the UK effectively ceased to exist in 2010,
when the last provider exited the market. Previous
work by the Strategic Society Centre has explored at
length the considerable supply and demand barriers to
12
the growth of this market, and a bullet-point summary
is provided in Appendix 3.
Some advocates of limited liability models of long-term
care funding have consistently advocated such an
approach in the belief that this would ʻunleashʼ an
active market in pre-funded long-term care insurance.
It is felt that insurers would be more keen to re-enter

the pre-funded long-term care insurance market if they
do not have to provide protection against catastrophic
costs, and because associated insurance products will
therefore be cheaper and more affordable to a greater
percentage of the population.
However, perhaps the most important detail of the
ʻcapped costʼ model put forward by the Commission is
that, strictly speaking, it will be impossible for
individuals to insure themselves against the liability
that they are left with in relation to care in their own
home. This is because the liability - £35,000 – is
determined by a local authority needs-assessment on
the basis of the availability and receipt of informal care,
in addition to functional impairments and duration of
care needs.
For this reason, it will be impossible for insurance
companies to offer ʻinterlockingʼ, complementary
insurance against this liability, since insurers cannot
model the availability and receipt of informal care, as
well as variable levels of council support, when
developing and pricing pre-funded long-term care
insurance products. Insurers can only price products
on the basis of morbidity and longevity risk, but it is
informal care and council provision, in addition to these
factors, that will determine when someone reaches the
£35,000 threshold.
How do insurers price
pre-funded long-term
care insurance?
Expected disability
Expected duration of
disability

How will the £35,000
liability of individuals be
determined in practice?
Disability
Duration of disability
Council assessment of
availability of informal
care to meet needs
Council decisions as to
levels of support available
for different levels of
assessed need
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In the absence of interlocking insurance, insurers could offer a
£35,000 lump-sum pay-out insurance, that individuals would have to
manage down to the £35,000 threshold...

This effect of the ʻcapped costʼ model represents a
fundamental design choice by the Commission. It
means, for example, that if a consumer went to an
Independent Financial Adviser (IFA) in order to “get
cover against the £35,000 cap”, the IFA would have to
inform them that such insurance is not available. It will
be impossible for individuals to purchase insurance in
order to “ensure they donʼt have to pay anything else
for care”.

However, the key point is that such products may not
be particularly attractive to consumers, and would not
enable ʻpeace of mindʼ. Purchasers would have to be
warned by IFAs that the lump-sum payment of £35,000
would not take them up to the ʻcapped costʼ threshold
of £35,000, as this would depend on how they spent
the money and the decisions of local authorities as to
how much ʻcarer-sightedʼ need they judged someone
to have.

Would other types of pre-funded insurance for
domiciliary care be possible?

From an insurance provider perspective, there is also
the risk that even when a full payout is made,
purchasers will still be left unhappy, and will ultimately
blame the provider for running out of money.

In the absence of the kind of interlocking,
complementary pre-funded products that consumers
might want and expect, it is possible to imagine a
different type of product, which could provide some
protection against the £35,000 liability.
If individuals entitled to a notional package of support
from a local authority were required to have a defined
level of disability – and this does not feature in the
Commissionʼs recommendations - insurers would be
able to offer a ʻlump-sumʼ insurance for individuals
experiencing this level of disability. For example, if
councils only began metering someoneʼs notional
package of support when they had experienced 3
Activity of Daily Living (ADL) failures, a pre-funded
insurance policy could be designed to pay out £35,000
at this point.
In such a situation, it would be left to individuals and
families to attempt to manage their care expenditure in
such a way they did not ʻover-consumeʼ care, and
thereby find themselves running out of money before
they reached the £35,000 cap. Conversely, some
households might be excessively cautious, and reach
the £35,000 cap before they had spent down the funds
from the insurance policy. Complex questions would
also have to be resolved by policymakers in relation to
gaming and the design of the needs-assessment.
These are explored in later chapters.
38

What about pre-funded insurance for residential
care?
Informal care ceases to be an issue in relation to
residential care. However, uncertainty around future
benchmark levels of council-funded support for
residential care would remain. As such, insurers could
offer pre-funded insurance for residential care with a
£35,000 maximum payout. Assuming people have a
one in four chance of entering residential care, a
typical premium might be around £9000.
This suggests that any pre-funded long-term care
insurance market would likely be slanted toward
providing protection against residential care costs
rather than domiciliary care. This may tend to result in
unmet need for people receiving care in the home, and
to people entering residential care earlier than
necessary, both of which may be of concern to
policymakers.
So how many people would be likely to take-out
pre-funded long-term care insurance?
Appendix 4 contains some basic modelling of likely
take-up of pre-funded insurance. If it is assumed that a
product cost £10,000 per person, then on optimistic
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Rough estimates using optimistic assumptions suggested a take-up rate
among retirees of 6% - around 45,000 policies per year...

assumptions, the take-up rate among individuals
reaching retirement would be around 6%, or 45,000
per year.
As such, some insurance companies may judge that it
is simply not worthwhile entering the market for such
limited return. Estimations contained in Appendix 4
suggest an annual profit per firm of around £11 million,
under optimistic assumptions.
If it is assumed that one in three purchasers of such
insurance are able to make a claim for a £35,000
payout, then such a market would only be likely to
bring in around £525 million of new revenue into the
English social care each year, in todayʼs prices.
Does the ʻcapped costʼ model encourage people
to buy pre-funded insurance?
Several points can be made. First, it should be
underlined that the ʻcapped costʼ model may in fact
disincentivise individuals from purchasing insurance
because the ʻscariestʼ care-related risk they confront –
catastrophic costs – is being shouldered by the state.
So, although the ʻcapped costsʼ model may lower
premiums for pre-funded insurance, it also reduces
incentives to insure.
Second, cost and affordability are just two of many
factors that have limited the pre-funded long-term care
insurance market. Lower cost and improved
affordability will therefore likely have only a marginal
effect on demand for long-term care insurance. Indeed,
supply-side barriers will remain pronounced, not least
the very small size of the market that would likely
result for pre-funded insurance.
Third, policymakers will have to explore many issues
regarding how pre-funded insurance would interact
with the ʻcapped costʼ model. For example, if the ʻcapʼ
were set at £35,000 in Year 1, it would have to rise
each by at least as much as inflation, if not average

unit costs of care. To give protection, insurance
products would therefore have to be inflation-linked or
index-linked to avoid inflation eroding the real value of
the pay-out. Another important issue would be local
variation in entitlement and assessment. As later
chapters explore, the Commissionʼs recommendations
largely preserve the ʻpostcode lotteryʼ in entitlement to
care, so it is not clear that there would be sufficient
geographical consistency in entitlement proportional to
need or disability, so as to encourage a pre-funded
insurance market.
So will the ʻcapped costʼ unleash the pre-funded
insurance market?
In all likelihood, no. However, this does not seem to be
the aim of the Commission, who note in Volume 2 of
their report that: “we do not think it is likely that there
will be significant growth in specific, pre-funded long13
term care insurance products.”
If not pre-funded insurance, how else could
individuals obtain insurance against the £35,000
liability?
The Commission pinpoints ʻdisability-linked annuitiesʼ
as being another way in which individuals could obtain
protection against the £35,000 liability they would be
left with.
An annuity is a financial product that individuals
purchase with their personal pension pot when they
reach retirement, and want to convert their pension
saving into a regular income. In return for a lump-sum
– the personʼs pension pot – an annuity will pay out a
regular income until death, whenever that occurs.
Annuities therefore pool longevity-risk, i.e. the
uncertainty we all confront as to how long we will live
for and how long our resources have to last.
A ʻdisability-linked annuityʼ (DLA) is a type of annuity
that pays out more if the person who has bought it
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Disability-linked annuities could also offer £35,000 lump-sum payouts; but demand would be limited by the number of pension savers
in defined-contribution schemes, and the small average size of
pension- pots at retirement...

goes on to experience cognitive or functional
impairments. For example, a DLA might pay a higher
regular income if someone is assessed as
experiencing 3 ADL failures.
A number of stakeholders have suggested that DLAs
could be used to fund care costs and, in light of the
Commissionʼs recommendations, that they could be
used to fund the £35,000 individual liability. However,
as with pre-funded insurance, the way in which the
ʻcapped costʼ model calculates needs – on a carersighted basis – will make it impossible for a DLA to
interlock with the £35,000 threshold for domiciliary
care. A higher income from a DLA could be triggered
by a test of disability, and result in a higher income
payable by the DLA. However, if a local authority
judged that a person was wholly able to rely on
informal care, their notional package of support would
not begin accumulating. If the person in need of care
began spending the extra income from a DLA on
purchasing care, instead of relying on a family
member, they would quickly be spending more on care
than their accumulating notional package of support.
Ultimately, the DLA would reach its threshold of
£35,000 of extra income, even though the person in
receipt of care had not reached the £35,000 cap. Put
simply way – a DLA would not be able to operate as a
life annuity with ʻbundled pre-funded care insuranceʼ,
under the ʻcapped costʼ model, and as with potential
pre-funded insurance products, it is more likely that a
DLA would have to make a lump-sum payout when a
person reached a defined level of disability.
So what would be the likely take-up of DLAs under
the ʻcapped costʼ model?
There are multiple factors that would limit the size of
the DLA market under the ʻcapped costʼ model.
First, across the working-age population who save for
a pension, it is only ʻdefined-contributionʼ pension
savers that can purchase DLAs. Even though ʻdefined40

benefitʼ pension savers are declining as a proportion of
the workforce, many will remain in such schemes,
notably, public sector workers. The ONS estimates
that in 2007, there were 7.8 million people with
personal or occupational defined-contribution
pensions, and 7.9 million people with defined-benefit
schemes. So roughly speaking, DLAs are irrelevant to
half of the employed population.
Second, the majority of individuals retiring with a
defined-contribution pension pot have such a small pot
that only a limited number are likely to consider a DLA.
For example, around 92% of annuities sold in the final
quarter of 2010 were purchased with amounts of less
14
than £70,000. If £10,000 of a pension pot were
required to provide £35,000 of cover, this suggests
that the majority of annuitants would be likely to
prioritise maximising income at the point of buying an
annuity with their pension pot.
Third, it is well-known that most individuals purchasing
annuities seek to maximise their immediate income.
This creates a number of problems for policymakers.
Couples (frequently men) purchase single-life annuities
rather than dual-life, such that the surviving partner is
left in poverty after their death. Annuitants are typically
also highly resistant to purchasing annuities that
provide protection against inflation.
As such, estimates set out in Appendix 5 suggest that
annual sales of DLAs would be around 8,381 per year,
bringing in just under £200 million of new funding into
the social care system each year.
It is important to point out that DLAs are largely
irrelevant to individuals that have already retired, i.e.
the ʻtarget groupʼ for long-term care funding reforms
over the next fifteen years. Indeed, if the ʻcapped costʼ
model were implemented in full by 2015, at which point
DLAs would begin being sold, and if it is assumed
DLAs would be purchased by individuals at 65, who
would not begin to claim the disability component until
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Rough estimates suggest around 8,380 disability-linked annuities
would be sold each under the ‘capped cost’ model, bringing in just
under £200 million of new funding into the social care system from
around 2025 onwards...

reaching age 75, then it will be 2025 before DLAs
would begin directing new money – around £200
million each year - into the long-term care funding
system.
Should policymakers be looking to promote
disability-linked annuities?
Overall, annuitants typically make bad decisions in
their choice of annuity, prioritising the highest
immediate income over other factors. In this context,
there is arguably a more pressing need to boost takeup of annuities that are dual-life and provide inflation
protection, rather than encouraging individuals to
purchase DLAs. Indeed, without making DLAs
mandatory or defaulting individuals into them, it is
unlikely that demand for DLAs would ever be
significant. If current government policy toward giving
people choice over how to use their pension pot were
to be reversed, and the government were to examine
defaulting or compelling individual to buy certain types
of annuities, it is likely that pension policy makers
would argue for prioritising dual-life and inflation
protection over potential care costs.
Immediate needs annuities are used by some selffunders in residential care currently. Are these
relevant to the ʻcapped costʼ model?
Immediate needs annuities (INAs) are a type of
annuity bought by individuals usually at the point of
entering residential care. They function like any other
annuity: in return for a lump-sum at the point of
purchase, they pay a regular income until the
purchaser dies. For individuals in residential care, they
provide insurance against the risk of living for a very
long time in residential care and thereby using up
hundreds of thousands of pounds of wealth.
At present, the average price of INAs sold is around
£85,000, which is mostly paid for out of the sale of a
home. Because individuals have to have a certain level

of wealth for it to be actuarially in their interest to
purchase an INA, they are not suitable for all selffunders in residential care – indeed, only a minority of
the 120,000 self-funders in residential care in England.
Academic research has estimated that among this
group, around 45,000 have sufficient wealth such that
it is actuarially in their interests to insure and purchase
15
an INA. However, the current take-up of INAs is
16
around 7000. This apparently low take-up rate can
be attributed to various factors – explored in detail by
17
in previous work by the Strategic Society Centre including multiple demand barriers, such as consumer
difficulty in understanding annuities.
So, what will the ʻcapped costʼ model mean for the
immediate needs annuity market?
Overall, it appears that the potential INA could grow
under the ʻcapped costʼ model. This is because most
self-funders pay more for residential care than the
average paid by local authorities, which is currently
around £500 per week. As such, a self-funder entering
residential care would know that their notional package
of support would accumulate by around this amount
each week, beyond which they would then be entitled
to around £500 per week from the local authority,
minus living costs that they are required to pay. So,
after around 1.3 years in residential care, a large
proportion of their care costs would be funded by the
local authority.
Crucially, insurance companies would be able to price
individual INAs incorporating all these factors at the
point of purchase. Because the state would be
guaranteeing to contribute around £500 to care costs
after around 70 weeks, this would reduce the likely
total bill for care fees that individuals confront,
meaning that more individuals would be able to afford
an INA that covered their first 70 weeks of residential
care, plus the difference between what the local
authority contributes and the actual cost of fees they
pay.
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It is reasonable to expect the immediate needs annuity market would
grow under the ‘capped cost’ model, as more individuals in residential
care would be able to afford them...

As such, the potential INA market is likely to grow
under the ʻcapped costʼ model. However, demand-side
barriers will persist, even if free financial advice were
made available to all individuals entering residential
care. A detailed piece of analysis into improved
affordability of INAs under the ʻcapped cost would be
required to assess changes in take-up. However, a
benchmark level - assuming improved availability of
financial advice – might see take-up increasing from
the current 6% of self-funders in residential care to
20%.
Comment
How will individuals fund their £35,000 liability under
the ʻcapped costʼ model? Although the model may
create some space for use of financial products, and
the INA market in particular may grow in light of
improved affordability, it is likely many households
would opt to self-insure through conventional savings
products (e.g. ISAs) and the value of their home. The
Commission notes that by giving individuals a target
(£35,000), they may be more likely to plan ahead for
potential care costs. However, for many individuals this
would likely go no further than a decision to use their
home to fund their care costs. Indeed, because the
£35,000 cap will have to increase annually from Year
1, many individuals considering saving may feel they
are cha
Whether or not this would be problematic for
policymakers would likely depend on how much
individuals were having to top-up their care
expenditure after reaching the £35,000 cap, because
the level of council support available – across both
domiciliary and residential settings – was inadequate.
Arguably, there is some inconsistency in the rationale
deployed by the Commission. Multiple justifications are
set out by the Commission for the ʻcapped costʼ model
based on the benefits of insuring against risks such as
catastrophic care costs. However, owing to the design
42

of the model, it will be very difficult for individuals to
insure themselves against this liability, particularly for
domiciliary care.
This is critical. Many individuals would have to face up
to the first £35,000 of care needs without any form of
insurance pay-out, and with limited savings. Despite
improved availability of equity release and deferred
payment schemes, many households may continue to
under-consume care, ultimately resulting worse
outcomes and higher needs subsequently. As such,
policymakers will need to focus carefully on how
uninsured individuals – who are likely to comprise the
vast majority of individuals – respond to having to pay
for care needs, as unmet need will result in suffering
potentially higher costs for the state further down the
line. Analysing this dilemma five years ago, the
Wanless Social Care Review recommended ʻmatching
contributionsʼ to encourage individuals to spend down
their wealth on care. Policymakers may want to revisit
18
this idea.

Key points:
! Ultimately, there are two ways that individuals could
meet their £35,000 liability under the ʻcapped costʼ
model, in addition to simply paying out of income:
spending down savings and the value of property
wealth; engaging in risk-pooling (insurance).
! In relation to property wealth, the Commission
recommends that the existing ʻdeferred payment
schemeʼ run by local authorities for those in
residential care not receiving state support should
be made available to everyone through a Duty on
councils. One effect of this may be to crowd out the
commercial equity release market.
! Will the ʻcapped costʼ model result in a market for
pre-funded long-term care insurance? Strictly
speaking, a personʼs £35,000 liability is uninsurable
since it is determined by factors (risks) that insurers
cannot price for: the availability and receipt of
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Overall, most households would likely ‘self-insure’ under the ‘capped
cost’ model, through running down housing wealth...

!

!
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!
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informal care; and, council decisions on levels of
support.
In the absence of the complementary pre-funded
insurance products that take individuals up to the
£35,000 threshold, insurers could offer a ʻlumpsumʼ £35,000 payment insurance for individuals
experiencing a defined level of disability, such as 3
Activity of Daily Living (ADL) failures. In such a
situation, it would be left to individuals and families
to manage their care expenditure in such a way
they did not ʻover-consumeʼ care, and thereby find
themselves running out of money before they
reached the £35,000 cap.
How many people would be likely to take-out prefunded long-term care insurance? Assuming a
£10,000 premium, estimates using optimistic
assumptions suggest around 6% of retirees 45,000 per year – would purchase insurance. This
would represent around £525 million of new
revenue for the English social care system each
year.
Does the ʻcapped costʼ model encourage people to
buy pre-funded insurance? It may in fact
disincentivise individuals from purchasing
insurance because the ʻscariestʼ care-related risk
they confront – catastrophic costs – is being
shouldered by the state. Policymakers would also
have to explore many issues regarding how prefunded insurance would interact with aspects of the
ʻcapped costʼ model, for example, the mechanisms
used to determine the annual increase in the
£35,000 threshold.
So it is unlikely that the ʻcapped costʼ would
unleash a pre-funded insurance market, and the
Commission itself notes: “we do not think it is likely
that there will be significant growth in specific, prefunded long-term care insurance products.”
The Commission pinpoints ʻdisability-linked
annuitiesʼ (DLAs) as being another way in which
individuals could obtain protection against the
£35,000 liability they would be left with.

! However, as with pre-funded insurance, the way in
which the ʻcapped costʼ model calculates needs –
on a carer-sighted basis – will make it impossible
for a DLA to interlock with the £35,000 cap.
! So what would be the likely take-up of DLAs under
the ʻcapped costʼ model? Multiple factors limit the
size of the market. Only around half of working-age
pension savers are saving into a ʻdefinedcontributionʼ schemes that could be used to buy a
DLA. Many also only have small pension pots at
retirement. Most individuals purchasing annuities
also seek to maximise their immediate income, so
DLAs may not be popular, as they will provide a
lower immediate income.
! Rough estimates suggest annual sales of DLAs
under the ʻcapped costʼ model would be around
8,400 per year, bringing in just under £200 million
of new funding into the social care system each
year from around 2025 onwards.
! In relation to immediate needs annuities (INAs)
purchased at the point of entry into residential care,
it is likely this market would grow under the ʻcapped
costʼ model, because a self-funder entering
residential care would know how their notional
package of support would accumulate, and with
more generous support from councils for selffunders who pass the £35,000 threshold, more selffunders will be able to afford an INA.
! A detailed piece of analysis into improved
affordability of INAs under the ʻcapped cost would
be required to assess changes in take-up.
However, a benchmark level - assuming improved
availability of financial advice – might see take-up
increasing from the current 6% of self-funders in
residential care to 20%.
! How will individuals fund their £35,000 liability
under the ʻcapped costʼ model? Overall, although
the model may create some space for use of
financial products, and the INA market in particular
may grow in light of improved affordability, it is likely
many households would opt, or be compelled to
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This underscores the importance of the cap being set at a low level for
the model to work...

ʻself-insureʼ through conventional savings products
(e.g. ISAs) and drawing on the value of their home.
! Whether or not this would be problematic for
policymakers would likely depend on how much
individuals were having to top-up their care
expenditure after reaching the £35,000 cap,
because the level of council support available –
across both domiciliary and residential settings –
was inadequate.
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7. How should the government fund the ‘capped
cost’ model?
Implementing the ‘capped cost’ model would require an extra £3.6
billion each year by 2025, on top of the extra £11.5 billion required
by then for public expenditure on social care and disability benefits
just to ‘stand still’...

The previous chapters have set out the
details of the ʻcapped costʼ model and
how individuals might be expected to
fund their liability.
This chapter explores what the model will cost in
relation to public expenditure and how the government
might fund this.
What would be the key ongoing new costs of the
capped cost model for government?
The key costs associated with implementing the
ʻcapped costsʼ model, which the Commission has
provided projections for, include:
! The cost of capping individual liability at £35,000.
! The cost of raising the asset threshold for
residential care to £100,000.
! The cost of the cap in residential care, when people
who have reached the cap would be expected to
make a fixed contribution toward living costs of
around £10,000, compared to a typical annual cost
of £28,500.
In part, such expenditure will be offset by some
savings, notably the loss of entitlement to Attendance
Allowance and Disability Living Allowance for selffunders in residential care who reach the £35,000 cap.
What extra costs will the model impose on the
social care system?
The Commission has produced detailed estimates for
what the ʻcapped costʼ model will cost to implement.
In 2010/2011 prices, the extra cost of the model would
be £1.7 billion now, rising to £2.8 billion in 2020 and
£3.6 billion in 2025. Considered as a percentage of
GDP, this would represent 0.14% today rising to
19
0.22% in 2025.

However, it should be underlined that the costs of the
social care system in England will rise even under a
ʻdo nothingʼ scenario, i.e. even if the ʻcapped costʼ
model is not implemented.
The Commission has calculated that the current cost
of adult social care in England - £14.5 billion – will rise
to £22.8 billion by 2025. Over the same period, the
cost of adult disability benefits will increase from £11.7
billion to £14.9 billion. Implementing the ʻcapped costʼ
model would therefore require the Exchequer to find an
extra £3.6 billion by 2025 to fund the ʻcapped costʼ
model on top of the £11.5 billion needed to maintain
disability-related expenditure on adults at the same
level as at present.
How does the Commission think the ʻcapped costʼ
model should be funded?
The Commission notes that in order to fund the
ʻcapped costʼ model, the government could raise
additional revenue through general taxation,
reprioritise existing expenditure or introduce a specific
new tax. The Commission also provides a steer to the
government in relation to intergenerational fairness,
noting that since the principal beneficiaries of the
model will be over State Pension Age, they should also
20
take part of the burden for any tax increase.
Could the capped costs model be funded from
general taxation?
Debate in recent years has explored the pros and cons
of a more generous social care system funded from
general taxation, such as universal free personal care.
The two arguments that have been levelled against
using general taxation in this way also apply to the
ʻcapped costʼ model. The first is sustainability in the
context of rising demand for care and other agerelated expenditure (NHS and State Pension), driven
by demographic change. In this context, public
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The Commission notes that the government could fund the ‘capped
cost’ model from raising additional revenue through general taxation,
reprioritising existing expenditure or introducing a specific new tax...

expenditure on social care would be under continual
threat of being reallocated to other areas.
Second, since most of the beneficiaries of the ʻcapped
costʼ model in the near future would be retirees,
advocates of intergenerational fairness note that it
would not be wholly fair to compel working-age
households, many of whom have a bleak long-term
financial future, to pay for a new and extra entitlement
for property-owning retirees who have benefitted from
unprecedented growth in house prices.

Many stakeholders would also complain about another
ʻchange in the rulesʼ regarding retirement income, and
individuals of all ages would ultimately have to reevaluate their pension saving plans and retirement
income expectations. Focusing on contributions
pension income would also be somewhat
counterproductive, since it would reduce the income
available to retirees to fund those activities – leisure,
travel, social engagement – that ultimately reduce the
incidence of care needs, and are effectively a form of
prevention.

Could spending be transferred from the NHS?

Inheritance Tax

Given the size of its budget and overlapping coverage
and responsibilities with the social care system, some
stakeholders may argue that the extra funding required
by the Commissionʼs ʻcapped costʼ model should be
found from spending on the NHS. However, it is
beyond the scope of this paper to explore this issue in
detail.

The previous government explored introducing a new
inheritance tax (IHT) – sometimes branded as a ʻCare
Dutyʼ - as a way of funding universal free personal
care for all. Analysis by the Strategic Society Centre
21
has evaluated the idea in detail. In addition to the
significant political challenges, an IHT to fund free
personal care would be unlikely to work in practice
because the level of IHT required (upwards of 15%)
would likely result in so many families moving wealth
around to avoid payment that any revenue would be
below what is required. Current taxes on lifetime
transfers are wholly ineffective as a mechanism to
prevent this.

ʻEarmarkedʼ taxes
Some stakeholders may argue that one-off ʻearmarkedʼ
taxes to fund the Commissionʼs recommendations,
such as ʻcare taxʼ on City bonuses. However, Treasury
policymakers are likely to resist such proposals.
Could older people make contributions from
income, such as National Insurance
Contributions?
Age UK has calculated that introducing National
Insurance Contributions for employees over the State
Pension Age would raise £3 billion per year. Other
changes to income tax for individuals in retirement
could also be introduced.
However, the political cost of raising income tax for
pensioners would likely be considerable even if
politicians ring-fenced the revenue for social care.
46

However, an IHT to fund the ʻcapped costʼ model
would be considerably more feasible both politically
and practically. Analysis by the Strategic Society
Centre shows a 5% tax on estates above £25,000
would yield around £3 billion per year, but would be
unlikely to result in families moving wealth around, and
22
thereby undermining revenue streams.
Capital gains tax on primary homes
Economists and policymakers have long noted that
housing is under-taxed compared to other forms of
income and wealth. In particular, Capital Gains Tax
does not apply to primary homes. This is particularly
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Various options are open to the government...

pertinent in relation to the ʻcapped costʼ model. The
median (average) household property wealth of
someone aged 75-84 is £180,000, and the wealth
gains accrued to the older generation through rising
23
property prices are largely untaxed.
One mechanism to raise the revenue for the ʻcapped
costʼ model would therefore be to introduce a Capital
Gains Tax on primary homes, potentially limited to
those in retirement. However, drawbacks to such a
proposal are manifest besides political resistance. In
particular, such a tax may discourage vulnerable older
people downsizing and releasing housing stock, or
from moving into more suitable accommodation.
Means-testing Attendance Allowance
Attendance Allowance (AA) is the tax-free cash benefit
payment for individuals aged 65 or over in the UK who
need help with personal care or have difficulties with
activities of daily living because they are physically or
mentally disabled. AA is paid to individuals, and
funded, by the Department for Work and Pensions
(DWP). In England, around 2.16 million individuals
aged over 65 received AA (and DLA) in 2009-2010.
The total cost to the public purse was around £7.5
24
billion.
In recent years, there have been calls for abolishing
AA and transferring this expenditure to the social care
system, given that as a non-means tested benefit, it
will be paid to some households who arguably do not
need the money. However, the challenging politics of
such a move, as well as the fact that AA reaches over
1 older million people not in contact with the local
authority social care system, has stymied any such
change.
However, in order to fund the ʻcapped costʼ model, one
option would be to begin means-testing AA, by linking
its receipt to receipt of means-tested Pension Credit.
Academic analysis shows that if such a reform were

introduced – but with existing payments ring-fenced –
an initial saving of £0.36 billion in 2015 would increase
25
to nearly £3 billion by 2025-26.
However, several comments can be made in relation
to this proposal. First, the DWP has set out plans to
abolish Pension Credit and replace it with a decent
26
Universal State Pension. The clear, long-term
strategic objective of DWP is to minimise retirement
means-testing and to ensure it ʻpays to saveʼ.
Second, the costings undertaken by the Commission
of the ʻcapped costʼ model already assume that selffunders in residential care who reach the £35,000
threshold would cease to be entitled to AA, so the AA
budget is already effectively being used to fund the
ʻcapped costʼ model.
Means-testing Winter Fuel Payments
Winter Fuel Payments were introduced to tackle the
persistent problem of excess ʻWinter deathsʼ among
27
the elderly, which number around 25,000 each year.
They are paid as universal cash-payments to
pensioners by the DWP. Public expenditure on WFPs
is estimated at £2.7 billion per year.
Critics of WFPs make two arguments. First, as a cashpayment, WFPs are not used on fuel. Recent research
has estimated that only 41% of the value of WFPs is
28
spent on fuel, although the remaining value may be
spent on other items that protect elderly people from
winter deaths, such as warm clothing.
Second, WFPs are poorly targeted since they are paid
to households who do not need the money.
For these reasons, a number of stakeholders have
suggested that WFPs should be means-tested.
Several counter-arguments can be made. First, the
value of WFPs has already been cut in Budget 2011.
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The NHS and freezing the value of some older people’s benefits may
be the most likely source of new revenue...

Second, as with the means-testing of Attendance
Allowance, the DWP will be reluctant to extend the
scope of means-testing among pensioners. In the
context of State Pension reform, it would be unfeasible
and expensive to means-test WFPs in the absence of
the means-testing infrastructure for Pension Credit.
Third, the DWPʼs experience with Pension Credit
suggests that many poor households would not takeup a means-tested Pension Credit, exacerbating the
problem of winter deaths. Fourth, while public
spending on WFPs may be poorly targeted and
somewhat ineffective, it is not clear that £2.7 billion is
too much public expenditure to be spent on tackling
the problem of excess winter deaths. While the
effectiveness of this expenditure could be improved, it
is not clear that that the size of the expenditure is
excessive.
Freezing older peopleʼs benefits
Rather than chopping whole entitlements or meanstesting their receipt, one option in a period of high
inflation would be to freeze the value of Attendance
Allowance and Winter Fuel Payments such that, they
decline in real terms, thereby releasing £1-2 billion
over the course of five years. This budget could then
be used to fund the extra costs for the social care
system of implementing the ʻcapped costʼ model. As a
ʻslow-burnʼ transfer, it is also unlikely that such a
transfer would impose acute political pressures.
However, HM Treasury has probably already identified
freezes in the value of older peopleʼs benefits as a way
of coping with the increase in demand over the coming
decades.

ʻcapped costʼ model pose a dilemma for older peopleʼs
stakeholders.
As the Commission has observed, the principal options
for paying for the ʻcapped costʼ model are: general
taxation; reprioritising spending from other areas; or,
new taxes, the burden of which should be directed at
the older generation.
However, if charities and stakeholders representing
older people promote diverting money from existing
expenditure such as Attendance Allowance and Winter
Fuel Payments, there is a risk that this money would
be used to fund the rising cost of existing disabilityrelated entitlements – up to £11.6 billion by 2025 rather than the ʻcapped costʼ model itself. As such,
stakeholders will be nervous to concede any reduction
in spending on existing older peopleʼs entitlements.
Given that most stakeholders have argued against
general taxation, and in the context of the considerable
untapped housing wealth of the older cohort, it is likely
that policymakers and politicians will once again be
forced to examine taxes or contributions based on the
assets of the older generation in order to raise the
necessary new revenue for long-term care funding
reform.
Various stakeholders have consistently argued that
older peopleʼs property wealth is the best potential
sources of untapped new finance to bring into the
29
social care system, to meet both rising demand for
todayʼs entitlements, and new more generous
entitlements such as those proposed by the
Commission. The recommendations of the
Commission do nothing to change this observation.

Comment
As described above, the social care system in England
is already under-funded and real spending will have to
increase just to main entitlements at their current level.
In this context, the proposals of the Commission for a
48

However, if the implementation of the ʻcapped costʼ
model were to be accompanied by the government
encouraging individuals to purchase insurance against
their liability, it is unlikely that the government could
impose new taxation on the older population to fund
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Ultimately, older people’s property wealth remains the principal
untapped source of potential new funding for the long-term care
system to meet the existing ‘black-hole’ and the costs of the ‘capped
cost’ model...

the model. Put bluntly, the government can only ask
the older population once to make a new contribution
to their care costs, not twice.

Key points:
! How could the government fund the ʻcapped costʼ
model?
! The key costs associated with implementing the
model include: the cost of capping individual liability
at £35,000; and the cost of raising the asset
threshold for residential care to £100,000.
! What extra costs will the model impose on the
social care system? In 2010/2011 prices, the extra
cost of the model would be £1.7 billion now, rising
to £2.8 billion in 2020 and £3.6 billion in 2025.
Considered as a percentage of GDP, this would
represent 0.14% today rising to 0.22% in 2025.
! However, the costs of the social care system in
England will rise even under a ʻno reformʼ scenario
from £14.5 billion today to £22.8 billion by 2025.
Over the same period, the cost of adult disability
benefits will increase from £11.7 billion to £14.9
billion.
! Implementing the ʻcapped costʼ model would
therefore require the Exchequer to find an extra
£3.6 billion by 2025 to fund the ʻcapped costʼ model
on top of the £11.5 billion needed to maintain
disability-related public expenditure on adults at the
same levels as at present.
! The Commission notes that in order to fund the
ʻcapped costʼ model, the government could raise
additional revenue through general taxation,
reprioritise existing expenditure or introduce a
specific new tax.
! However, there are no immediately obvious
sources of new taxes or transfers from other areas
of spending available for funding the ʻcapped costʼ
model. The most likely sources would be the NHS,
and freezing – but not cutting - the value of older
peopleʼs benefits.

! Overall, the recommendations of the Commission
do nothing to change the widely-made observation
that older peopleʼs property wealth is the best
potential source of untapped new finance to bring
into the social care system, to meet both rising
demand for todayʼs entitlements, and new more
generous entitlements such as those proposed by
the Commission.
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Part 3: Reforms to
the system
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8. The postcode lottery
The ‘postcode lottery’ in local authority support for care needs has
consistently been criticised in policy debate...

The ʻpostcode lotteryʼ in the availability of
council support for care needs is one of
the most high-profile problems of the
current long-term care funding system in
England.
It is therefore important to explore how the
Commission has responded to these issues.
Why is the ʻpostcode lotteryʼ a problem?
The key issues identified by critics include:
! Unfairness - individuals with very similar levels of
needs can receive very different levels of council
support even though they live streets apart.
! Unpredictability – because individuals cannot know
what level of support they will receive from whoever
their local council happens to be at the time that
they need care, it is very difficult for individuals that
want to plan ahead.
! Lack of portability – individuals with care and
support needs may be afraid to move – for
example, to be closer to relatives – because they
are afraid of losing their package of support.
! Contributions – if long-term care funding is to
proceed on the basis of individuals, particularly
older people, being expected to make a new and
specific contribution toward an improved system,
even in the form of taxation, individuals will want
clarity and certainty regarding what they will receive
before they ʻsign the chequeʼ. However, a locally
determined system cannot offer this certainty;
indeed, many people may object to the idea that it
is up to local councillors to determine what level of
support they receive.
To fully address these problems, a national
assessment and entitlement system would be
required, such that the same level of financial support
was available for a defined level of need anywhere in

the country, after taking account for geographical
variations in costs.
Are there any advantages to having a postcode
lottery?
It is important to recognise that not all stakeholders
support a national assessment and entitlement
system, and indeed some favour what is referred to as
the ʻpostcode lotteryʼ. This is because a national
system would undermine the ability of local authorities
to allocate resources proportional to need on the basis
of the circumstances on the ground, for example, the
costs and availability of different types of services.
More widely, it is important to recognise that the social
care system in England is entrenched within the local
government funding system, with social care typically
accounting for around 30% of council budgets. As
such, a national assessment and entitlement system
would potentially require a major overhaul of local
government financing that would be complex,
disruptive, and resisted by many stakeholders.
What does the Commission recommend for local
assessments and entitlements?
The principal recommendation of the system is for
portable needs-assessments. At present, a person
moving to another local authority will not receive
support until they have been assessed by their new
council. As such, individuals risk a loss of support.
Under the Commissionʼs proposals, people moving
from one local authority to another would retain their
needs assessment – Substantial, Critical, etc. - and
the receiving local authority would have a duty to meet
eligible care needs until the authority was able to
reassess that person. However, as the Commission
notes, once a person had been reassessed by their
new local authority, an individualʼs (and a carerʼs)
package of support may change.
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The Commission recommends portable needs assessments when
someone moves, pending a new assessment...

So a postcode lottery would remain?
Yes. The Commission is explicit in arguing that in
order to tailor packages of support to local needs and
provide local authorities with flexibility, local authorities
will be able to decide the size of the social care
30
package an eligible person requires. As now, the
local authority would have a duty to meet all of a
personʼs eligible needs, but have the freedom to
decide how it does this.
Do the Commissionʼs recommendations address
the ʻpostcode lotteryʼ issue?
No. Individuals with care needs moving between
different areas would no longer confront the risk of an
interruption in support. However, individuals would
continue to confront the fear that their new local
authority would classify their needs downwards – e.g.
from Critical to Substantial – or that the level of support
for their level of need - e.g. Substantial – would be less
generous.
More generally, the Commissionʼs recommendations
do not address wider issues stemming from the
ʻpostcode lotteryʼ: perceived unfairness;
unpredictability; and, the fact that a lack of certainty
regarding what would be on offer may undermine
popular support for new contributions to the long-term
care system among the older cohort. Despite the
recommendations of the Commission for a new,
improved FACS system, local authorities would still be
free to determine what level of support they provided
for different levels of need under the new system.

least the considerable resistance that would be
encountered from some stakeholders and the
inevitable difficulties of wider changes to local
government funding.
The ʻpostcode lotteryʼ also reflects bigger, intractable
dilemmas in long-term care funding policy. Local
authorities are well-placed to use discretion to allocate
the limited resources in the system to optimise the
outcomes of care users across the local population.
But, local authority discretion also limits the resources
in the system: the public will always be reluctant to
ʻsign a chequeʼ for social care if they cannot be given
guarantees over what they will receive in return.
Nevertheless, the substantial retention of the so-called
ʻpostcode lotteryʼ in social care support under the
Commissionʼs proposals will have consequences, and
generate the problems that are perceived to exist
currently.
The most important of these is: uncertainty. Despite
the Commission citing ʻconfidenceʼ and ʻpeace of mindʼ
among the public as key benefits of the ʻcapped costʼ
model, the considerable scope for local variation will
inevitably reintroduce uncertainty into the operation of
the scheme. For example, someone with low-level
needs may be aware their costs will ultimately be
capped, but will still confront significant uncertainty
regarding the support they will receive from their
council if they experience more substantial needs. On
this basis, they may be reluctant to spend down
savings or release housing equity to meet their care
needs, resulting in unmet need.

Comment
Key points:
Although set within a bold package of reforms, the
Commissionʼs recommendations in relation to the
ʻpostcode lotteryʼ represent only a minimal change.
There are entirely logical reasons for the Commission
to adopt such a cautious approach on this issue – not
52

! The only measure put forward by the Commission
to address the ʻpostcode lotteryʼ in support is
portable need-assessments, such that individuals
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Besides this change, the ‘capped cost’ model would see the key tenets
– and problems – of the ‘postcode lottery’ remain...

moving to a new local authority will be entitled to
the same level of support until they are reassessed.
! There are entirely logical reasons for the
Commission to preserve the core role given to local
discretion by the current system. However, the
ʻpostcode lotteryʼ in care and support will remain
under the Commissionʼs proposals, with associated
problems around unpredictability, local variation
and perceptions of unfairness.
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9. Disability benefits and the ‘capped cost’ model

Older people’s disability benefits – Attendance Allowance – fell
beyond the Commission’s remit...

In recent years, proposals for
fundamental reform – or abolition – of
disability benefits in order to make more
public money available to the social care
system have led to heated debates among
policymakers and stakeholders.
In large part, the future of disability benefits such as
Disability Living Allowance (DLA) and Attendance
Allowance (AA) fell outside of the Commissionʼs remit,
and its recommendations are therefore constrained. In
particular, DLA is currently subject to a wide-ranging
reform programme by the Department for Work and
Pensions, and as such, any comments that the
Commission had made on DLA would likely be quickly
obsolete.
However, AA is not currently subject to a reform
agenda and it is worthwhile exploring the how the
Commissionʼs proposals might interact with the AA
system.
What are the principal disability benefits relevant
to this debate?
Attendance Allowance (AA) is a tax-free cash benefit
payment for individuals aged 65 or over in the UK who
need help with personal care or have difficulties with
activities of daily living because they are physically or
mentally disabled. In England, around 2.16 million
individuals aged over 65 received AA (and DLA) in
2009-2010. The total cost to the public purse was
31
around £7.5 billion.
What does the Commission recommend on
disability benefits?
The Commission makes a number of points regarding
disability benefits:
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! Given that the social care system focuses on
individuals with substantial care needs, disability
benefits are a useful form of public support for
individuals with lower-level needs, for whom it
would be disproportionate to be put through a
complex local authority needs-assessment. In this
way, disability benefits are helpful to both the
individual and the state.
! The Commission recognizes the rationale for
universal disability benefits, as a universal payment
toward the extra costs of living with a disability, and
as such, believes there is a compelling case for
32
their retention.
! Nevertheless, the Commission thinks more could
be done to achieve a joined-up assessment scale
between disability benefits and the adult social care
system in the future. This would enable a simpler
and more streamlined process for users.
! The Commission also thinks the role of disability
benefits in the social care system should be
clarified. This would mean providing a clearer
definition of their purpose, and ironing out
differences among local authorities as to their
treatment in means-testing.
! Finally, the Commission suggests that Attendance
Allowance be re-branded as the name is
33
uninformative, chiming with academic research
suggesting that the name does confuse potential
34
claimants.
The Commission does make one significant
recommendation in relation to AA, which was
referenced in earlier chapters.
At present, individuals receiving state-funded
residential care cannot claim AA. This is because the
residential care that is being funded by a local
authority covers most of the costs for which AA is
intended.
Under the ʻcapped costʼ model, individuals who have
passed the £35,000 threshold would effectively be in
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The Commission recognises and supports the role of Attendance
Allowance, but thinks more could be done to join up assessment
scales with social care, as well as change its name...

the same situation. For this reason, the Commission
argues that if the state is paying for a care home
package, then it is already covering most of the costs
for which AA is intended, so AA should be withdrawn.
For those who have passed the £35,000 threshold
receiving care at home, and who are therefore entitled
non-means state funding for personal care, the
Commission does not believe it would be appropriate
to determine how much of their benefits are needed for
disability-related costs. The Commission argues that
people who have reached the £35,000 cap would not
be required to contribute towards their care package
from their income, so they should not be required to
35
use their benefits for this purpose either.
Could any other recommendations be made
regarding disability benefits?
Given the constraints on the Commissionʼs remit, it is
particularly worthwhile highlighting ideas for how the
interaction of the disability benefits and social care
system can be improved. Indeed, the ongoing
transition of the social care system toward cash-based
Personal Budgets and Direct Payments arguably
represents a ʻcash convergenceʼ across disability
benefits and social care, and creates scope for various
ideas to be explored.
Recent proposals on this topic developed by the
36
Strategic Society Centre include:

! Positioning AA as social care gateway - AA formally
positioned as the gateway into a reformed social
care system, such that AA claims are the entry
point for the full range of social care interventions,
such as re-ablement, telecare, informal care
support and community care assessments.
! Soft conditionality - to improve expenditure
decisions around AA, soft conditionality is applied
to claims. For example, AA claimants could receive
a phone call from an adviser to tell them about their
other rights, local care and support services that
are on offer, help with budgeting that is available,
etc.
! Single brand - both AA and adult social care are rebranded with a single brand covering both forms of
support, despite the retention of two separate
systems. In effect, a reformed system would have
ʻa single shop-front but two shopkeepersʼ.
! Joint national entitlement framework – the social
care system adopts a national eligibility framework
explicitly built around AA, which is reframed as a
universal, low-level payment for all individuals with
qualifying care and support needs, on top of which,
individuals can request means-tested community
care assessments in order to access higher levels
of support.
! Resource distribution - social care interventions and
resources are distributed via the AA system. For
example, information included in an AA claim
triggers an assessment for suitability of telecare.
Comment

! Data sharing - full data sharing across adult social
care and the AA system. Local authorities are able
to identify high-risk individuals in their area who
may be entitled to support using DWP data. The
DWP is able to use local authority data to identify
potential AA claimants.
! Joint assessments - local authorities incorporate
AA assessments into community care needsassessments, in order to passport claims.

Against the backdrop of the social care system, public
expenditure on older peopleʼs disability benefits –
around £7 billion each year – is significant. However,
there has been little debate in recent years about how
the interaction of the two systems can be improved.
With politicians and the Commission making clear that
AA should be preserved and remain with the DWP,
there is now an excellent opportunity to improve
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The Strategic Society Centre has also explored data-sharing, more
sign-posting, joint-branding and positioning Attendance Allowance as
a gateway into the social care system...

coordination across disability benefits and social care,
to the benefit of users.

Key points:
! The Commission supports the role of Attendance
Allowance in addressing lower-level needs, and
recognizes its rationale, as a universal, non-means
tested benefit.
! Nevertheless, the Commission feels there may be
more scope for joined-up assessments, as well as
changing the name of AA to clarify its purpose.
! More widely, previous work by the Strategic Society
Centre has explored the multiple options available
for improving the integration and coordination of AA
with social care including data-sharing, and formally
positioning AA as an entry-point into the social care
system.
! There is now an excellent opportunity to improve
coordination and integration across disability
benefits and social care.
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10. Support for informal carers
Built around ‘carer-sighted’ needs-assessments, adequate support for
informal carers would be crucial for making the ‘capped cost’ model
work...

As earlier chapters have explored, one of
the most important features of the
ʻcapped costʼ model is that it is built
around a ʻcarer-sightedʼ assessment of
need undertaken by local authorities.
This means that the availability and receipt of informal
care will directly determine whether, and how quickly,
individuals have ʻmeteredʼ needs, such that they begin
accumulating a notional package of support and
approach the £35,000 ʻcapped costʼ threshold. It is
common for social care stakeholders to declare
“informal carers are the backbone of the social care
system”. However, the ʻcapped costʼ model will bring
the fluid interaction of formal and informal care right
into the heart of the long-term care funding system. In
this context, it is critical to examine the ʻofferʼ for carers
under the proposed new system.
What does the Commission say about support for
informal carers?
The framework for carers set out by the Commission
37
can be summarised as follows :
! Given the ʻcarer-sightedʼ needs assessments at the
core of its recommendations, the Commission sets
out the principle that “expectations placed on carers
must be reasonable and not detrimental to their
own health and well-being.”
! The Commission argues that informal carers should
be fully consulted about the support they need, to
ensure that the demands placed upon them are not
too much. As part of this process, the Commission
is explicit that the needs of carers in relation to paid
and unpaid work, leisure activities and education
should all be taken into account.
! The Commission supports the recommendations of
the Law Commission that a new social care statute
should set out a single and stand-alone duty to
undertake a carerʼs assessment and on the basis of

this assessment, councils would have to decide
whether to provide services to the carer based on
38
an eligibility framework for carersʼ services. Under
this proposal, local authorities would be required to
meet the eligible needs of carers, either by
providing services to the cared-for person or to the
carer.
! The Commission supplements the Law
Commissionʼs conclusions by recommending that
that in future, assessments of carers and
individuals should happen at the same time, but be
completed separately, in order to ensure that carers
feel able to speak openly about their needs. Carerʼs
assessments should also be repeated regularly,
and portable across local authorities.
! In order to define what are and are not reasonable
demands to make of carers, and the extent to which
the needs or wishes of carers should be taken into
account, the Commission cites recent government
Carersʼ Strategies, and the principles that carers
should: have access to integrated and personalised
services to support them in their caring role, with
assessments taking into account personal
preferences and the level of care the carer is able
to offer; be able to have a life of their own alongside
their caring role, including entering or returning to
paid or unpaid work, education, training and leisure;
be supported adequately so they are not forced into
financial hardship by their caring role; and be
supported to stay mentally and physically well.
So are the Commissionʼs recommendations a
good deal for carers?
Building on the Law Commissionʼs recommendations,
the proposal for a legal duty to assess carersʼ needs
will ensure that information on the preferences and
needs of informal carers should flow properly around
the social care system for the first time.
However, the real effects of these proposals will only
be known in practice. Just as it is up to local authorities
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The Commission supports the conclusions of the Law Commission,
regarding a new standalone duty on councils to undertake assessments
of carer’s needs...

to individually decide what level of support is required
for a given level of need, it will be up to local
authorities to decide how much support carers should
receive to have time off, undertake paid work or have
separate hobbies and leisure activities. If local
authorities are able to develop and apply a clear,
consistent eligibility framework for this process
equivalent to a Resource Allocation System, this will
be helpful.
However, a national eligibility framework for carers is
unlikely, and widespread variation – and inequality – in
council support for informal carers is likely. Indeed, it is
easy to imagine in the context of intense pressures on
local services and rising demand that any council
eligibility framework of support for carers would over
time become substantially less generous than families
would hope it to be.
Crucially, despite any eligibility framework for carers
that operates, there will be significant potential for
conflicts and disputes arising out of different
perspectives between informal carers and local
authorities as to how much care they should be
expected to provide, and what it means to ʻhave a life
outside of caringʼ, etc.

Consider the following scenario:
Jane (71) has provided care to her husband Bob
(80) for ten years. Bob has high levels of physical
and cognitive impairments and so requires constant
round-the-clock care. Jane has had some relief and
breaks provided by her council, and also gets some
support from her daughter. Nevertheless, Jane has
provided the bulk of the care required by Bob, and
has effectively saved her local authority several
hundred thousand pounds in residential care fees.
However, after ten years, Jane herself experiences
the onset of severe arthritis, can no longer care for
Bob, and indeed, finds that she herself needs care
and support.
The local council therefore undertakes new needs
assessments for both Jane and Bob separately. It
finds that both are now eligible for a notional
package of support, but owing to their financial
resources, neither Bob nor Jane are entitled to
financial support currently.

Is the ʻcapped costʼ model good for carers?

As such, both Bob and Jane must individually begin
accumulating notional support until they each reach
the £35,000 threshold, beyond which they will be
entitled to a means-blind assessment of need.

Recognising the important role of informal carers in its
proposals, the Commission has clearly sought to
underline the importance of supporting carers, and has
lent its weight to the bold proposals of the Law
Commission for a new Duty on councils to assess
carers, take account of their needs, and support them.

Bob, Jane and their family feel that this situation is
unfair; after so many years of supporting Bob
without council help, they feel Bob and Jane should
not have to now spend £70,000 before they begin
receiving financial support for their care needs from
the local authority.

Nevertheless, since the ʻcapped costʼ model relies on
allocating resources proportional to the availability and
receipt of informal care, various scenarios can be
conceived for how this might in practice operate to the
detriment of informal carers.
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This case study illustrates a dilemma for the ʻcapped
costʼ model. There are compelling reasons for the
model to deploy a ʻcarer-sightedʼ needs-test: a carerblind assessment would likely disincentivise informal
care provision, prove more expensive, and ultimately
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However, in practice, the ‘capped cost’ model may appear to penalise
families who save the state thousands of pounds through years of
intense informal care provision, only to find the person they care for
is still liable for £35,000 of costs when they move into residential
care...

see cash-strapped councils providing support to
families where it isnʼt really needed.
However, a key risk for the ʻcarer-sightedʼ ʻcapped
costʼ model is that it will appear to undervalue the
contribution of informal carers in the eyes of those
carers and their families.
This aspect of the ʻcapped costʼ model is significant
because it may encourage some families to ʻplay the
systemʼ in terms of how much informal care they report
that they are willing and able to provide. Some families
may be left feeling that the system is not ʻon their sideʼ.
How can recognition of informal care provision be
more closely built into the ʻcapped costʼ model?
Carerʼs Allowance is ripe for reform, and one option
would be to review increase its value, and link its level
to the level of disability of the person being cared for,
and the proportion of care needs met by the informal
carer. However, the adequacy of Carerʼs Allowance
will depend on the other resources of the household
and the available services locally, and it remains a
blunt tool in terms of outcomes. As a benefit paid by
DWP, it also sits outside the scope of the social care
system.
What else could policymakers do? Research by the
Strategic Society Centre in 2010 identified a range of
39
options, including:
! Community care assessments could automatically
disregard informal care provided by those under-16
and over-75, so that social care system is no longer
reliant on informal care provided by individuals in
these age groups.
! In addition to Attendance Allowance from DWP, all
those receiving care could be given a Personal
Budget sufficient to ensure a carer can take one
day-off each week, regardless of household means.
In effect, a better ʻbasic offerʼ from the state would

guarantee all carers some time off.
Alternatively, given that under the ʻcapped costʼ model,
they will have extensive data on informal care
provision, local authorities could be given discretion to
waive the rules on the £35,000 cap in circumstances
when they think it appropriate.
Comment
As a set of principles and aspirations, the
Commissionʼs recommendations for supporting
informal carers are extremely sound. However, the
reality of statements such as “expectations placed on
carers must be reasonable” is likely to prove
challenging, just as it has been for previous
government Carersʼ Strategies. This suggests the
need for a potentially more robust framework,
especially the central role of informal care in the
ʻcapped costʼ model, and the likely inequities that may
result from its operation.

Key points:
! The Commissionʼs recommendations on supporting
informal carers build on previous Carersʼ Strategies
and the recent recommendations of the Law
Commission.
! Highlights include: carers being fully consulted
about the support they need to ensure that the
demands placed upon them are not too much; a
new social care statute setting out a single and
stand-alone duty to undertake carerʼs assessments,
on the basis of which councils would have to decide
whether to provide services to the carer based on a
new an eligibility framework for carersʼ services.
! Nevertheless, despite building their
recommendations specifically around a ʻcarersightedʼ assessment of need, the Commissionʼs
proposals do not offer any significant advancement
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Despite the ambitious framework for carers set out by the
Commission, policymakers may need to consider going even further...

for informal carers on proposals that have been
circulated previously.
! In addition, the ʻcapped costʼ model will pose a
dilemma for policymakers, as it may create
resentment among families who save the state
many thousands of pounds over a period of years,
only to find that the person they care for is still
liable for £35,000 of care costs.
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11. Delivery issues for the ‘capped cost’ model

The ‘capped cost’ model will create a number of delivery issues for
policymakers, some of which have been recognised by the
Commission...

The previous chapters have explored the
features of the ʻcapped costʼ model put
forward by the Commission, as well as
what these proposals would mean for
informal carers, the ʻpostcode lotteryʼ and
how individuals fund their care needs.

This suggests that in order for the ʻcapped costʼ model
to work, policymakers will have to use the AA and DLA
system and data of DWP to identify individuals with
care needs.

Implementing the ʻcapped costʼ model will create a
range of delivery issues for policymakers.
This chapter identifies these issues and briefly
explores the challenges involved.

The costs of these needs-assessments will also have
to be factored into the estimated ʻrunning costsʼ of the
ʻcapped costʼ model by policymakers.

Starting the ʻclockʼ: getting people into the system
Policymakers will need to ensure an effective
framework for bringing individuals into the ʻmeteredʼ
system.

Assessments for all: scaling up the needsassessment system

The Commission estimates that an initial social care
assessment by a local authority costs £400, and
follow-up assessments cost £200. It estimates that the
extra administration for older people will be around
40
£190 million, and £210 million for younger adults.
Assessing when to re-assess

If individuals who may qualify for a notional package of
support are not registered and given a needsassessment early on in needing care, this will create
potential conflicts later down the line as people who
havenʼt been assessed and arenʼt being ʻmeteredʼ feel
that they are unjustly treated.
As such, although households will be incentivised to
put themselves forward for assessment, it is likely that
local authorities will have to develop strategies to
identify individuals with care needs. Indeed,
households do not like being subject to means-testing,
even when it holds the prospect of ʻfree moneyʼ, as the
DWP has found with Pension Credit, so it may be
problematic to expect large numbers of individuals to
identify themselves.
To put this in perspective, local authorities in England
currently provide support to around 610,000 older
people. However, the disability benefits system pays
Attendance Allowance and Disability Living Allowance
to around 2.16 million people.

Once individuals with qualifying care needs have been
subject to an assessment, a local authority will need to
reassess them on a regular basis. Why? First, a
personʼs functional impairments may increase or
decrease over time, and even fluctuate over several
months.
Second, the availability of informal care – and hence a
personʼs need – may change. Again, such changes
may be temporary, or in response to family crises,
such as another family member requiring care for a
period.
So, local authorities will need a framework in place to
judge when to undertake reassessments. For example,
a default framework could be for reassessments to
take place on an annual basis, but with multiple ʻtrigger
pointsʼ attached to this framework – such as
notifications from GPs – to initiate a reassessment in
between annual assessments.
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Key issues include getting individuals into the system and their needs
metered, and allocating notional packages of support on the basis of
notional informal care provision...

Up to the job? Local authority needs-assessments
With their critical role at the centre of the ʻcapped costʼ
model, responsible for allocating notional packages of
financial support, are local authority needsassessments likely to be up to job?
In particular, how will social workers and those
undertaking assessments respond to the task of
undertaking needs-assessments for so many more
individuals who will not be entitled to immediate
support. This may change the nature of the job for
some. One risk that policymakers will have to explore
is that social workers will be inclined to be
overgenerous in allocating notional packages of care.
A second issue worth highlighting is that under the
ʻcapped costʼ model, local authorities will have to
allocate notional packages of support on the basis of
notional informal care provision.
Consider the following scenario: a local authority is
requested to undertake a needs-assessment in
relation to a household in which a retiree with
significant physical impairments, who at the time of the
assessment has all his needs met through formal care
purchased privately. The wife of this man also lives
with him, and is in excellent mental and physical
health, and would be able to meet most of the manʼs
care needs, if they were not buying formal care
services. The social worker therefore has to allocate a
notional package of support to this man on the basis of
the volume of informal care that his wife may be able
to provide, but isnʼt.
Unfortunately, policymakers have very limited
evidence on how local authority needs- assessments
really work in practice. This does create some
uncertainty for policymakers in anticipating how this
system would perform under the ʻcapped costʼ model.
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No Gaming Here: Ensuring that households donʼt
play the system
Under the ʻcapped costʼ model, there may be
incentives for the families of individuals receiving care
at home to play the system. How would this work?
Some households may attempt to increase the
financial value of their notional package of support by
understating their ability to provide informal care.
Others may attempt to over-state need in order to
increase the value of the notional financial support
they are being allocated, but not actually receiving.
Such incentives already operate in the current system;
however, there is no available research to assess the
extent of gaming by households. But, crucially, under
the ʻcapped costʼ model, the scope for gaming would
be increased substantially: more households will be
assessed; many households will be excluded from
support following a needs-assessment, despite feeling
entitled to public support; and, households will be
given a ʻfinancial valueʼ to ʻgameʼ rather than the offer
of a visit from a paid care worker by social services.
Reforming Fair Access to Care Services
The Commission is explicit in identifying that the
ʻcapped costʼ model will require reform of the existing
Fair Access to Care Services (FACS) framework used
by local authorities for assessing need and allocating
41
resources. The Commission argues that a new more
objective and national scale is required, given the
excessive amount of subjective interpretation that
FACS is open to, and the lack of predictability and
transparency that results. What would a new FACS
need to look like?
First, a key judgement call by the government is how
local authorities treat existing household expenditure
on care. For example, if someone with high levels of
need currently was meeting those needs through
informal care and private out-of-pocket payments on
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A clear framework for uprating the £35,000 cap year to year will be
required...

formal care, they would be assessed as Low on the
FACS scale. At present, this does not represent a
problem, as the system implicitly assumes that
individuals will spend down their savings on domiciliary
care services until they reach the £23,250 meanstesting threshold, at which point they can request an
assessment for local authority support.
However, under the ʻcapped costʼ model, individuals
with high levels of need who are spending their
resources on care services will expect to have their
needs ʻmeteredʼ such that they begin accumulating
entitlement in order to reach the £35,000 cap. If the
current FACS framework were applied, they would be
classed as Low and the ʻmeterʼ would not start. This
would have a particularly pernicious effect, for
example, if policymakers hope that some individuals
fund their liability/cost though the use of financial
products.
Second, since the current FACS framework defines
need in terms of risk, but not level of disability, should
a new FACS incorporate a standard measure of
cognitive and functional impairment, such as ʻActivities
of Daily Livingʼ? This is particularly important if local
authority needs assessments were to enable
interaction with financial services products such as
Disability-Linked Annuities and pre-funded insurance.
If an insurance payout were to coincide with when an
individualʼs needs begin being metered, this would
require an objective ʻtrigger pointʼ that is not currently
deployed in FACS-based assessments.
The Commission has argued that under a new FACS,
the financial services industry should be able to use
the same needs-assessment scale as local
government, as this will make the whole system easier
to understand. However, if the implementation of the
ʻcapped costʼ model saw the trigger point for
someoneʼs needs being metered determined by an
objective measure of functional impairment, such as
ADLs, this would ʻtie the handsʼ of local authorities and

reduce their discretion. This is likely to prove a key
dilemma for policymakers.
Setting the cap: Year 2 and beyond
The £35,000 cap, £100,000 means-test threshold, and
the level of contribution to living costs will each have to
be revised year on year, to take account of inflation
and other factors. To put this in context, if the ʻcapped
costʼ model were implemented now, the £35,000 cap
would have to increase to £36,400 in Year 2 and
£37,856 in Year 3 (assuming 4% inflation). This raises
an important set of questions as to what framework
and institutional process should be put in place to
amend the level of the cap and means-test thresholds.
Why is this so important? One way for HM Treasury to
manage expenditure under the ʻcapped costʼ model
would be to control how the cap and means-test
threshold are set. For example, the current local
authority means-test threshold of £23,250 has
effectively remained frozen for several years,
representing a real terms cut in social care expenditure
and entitlement.
The ʻcapped costʼ model is also flexible in that
affordability can be managed through adjusting these
thresholds. However, if the cap and means-test
thresholds do not move in a predictable way, this will
undermine the effectiveness of the ʻcapped costʼ
model in providing ʻpeace of mindʼ and predictability,
so that people can plan ahead.
The Commission acknowledges these issues, and
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makes two recommendations:
! The £35,000 cap should be uprated yearly on the
same basis as the basic State Pension.
! Create an independent body to review periodically
the overall level of the cap, which could also be one
that periodically reviews the level of the State
Pension.
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Policymakers will need a mechanism to ensure that councils spend
new resources for delivering the £35,000 cap for this purpose...

However, both HM Treasury and DWP may be
reluctant to link decisions on two such large areas of
public expenditure. Decisions on social care spending
are also likely to need to take account of trends in unit
care costs. On this basis, an independent standalone
body that reviewed public expenditure on social care
spending may be more appropriate. Such a body could
also act as an independent voice for highlighting if
expenditure is insufficient, and to identify local
authorities that are under-spending on social care.
Controlling local inequality
Local variation is built into the proposals of the
Commission: it will be up to local authorities to
determine what level of financial support to allocate
notionally and in practice to individuals with different
levels of need.
However, if too many stories appear in newspapers
about unfair, inexplicable variations in support, this will
ultimately undermine public support for the ʻcapped
costʼ model. Indeed, after general under-funding of the
system, it is arguably the ʻpostcode lotteryʼ that
represents the most politically explosive aspect of the
current social care system.
This suggests that while retaining local authority
discretion, policymakers may need some mechanism
to ensure that local variation remains within tolerable
ʻbandsʼ.
Ensuring public expenditure on ʻcapped costsʼ
does cap costs
At present, it is wholly up to councils as to what
proportion of their budget is spent on social care, and
the level of support allocated to individuals proportional
to need.
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Under the ʻcapped costʼ model, local authorities will
still retain a significant amount of discretion. In
particular:
! The notional and actual package of support
allocated to individuals with qualifying needs.
! The amount that individuals entitled to the
maximum support for residential care receive.
However, at present, a key dilemma for central
government policymakers is ensuring that new and
extra resources allocated to the social care system are
actually spent by local authorities on social care.
Although key features of the ʻcapped costʼ model, such
as the £35,000 cap and the £100,000 residential care
means-test will be set nationally, local authorities will
still be able to manage social care expenditure by
determining eligibility thresholds and how much
individuals receive for a particular level of assessed
need. In this sense, whatever framework is used to set
the £35,000 cap year-to-year, the real level of the cap
will be set by individual local authorities.
Means-testing
Means-testing will remain a significant feature of the
local authority social care system under the ʻcapped
costʼ model. For the current system, there is a
significant dearth of data on the extent of ʻgamingʼ by
households – or ʻdeliberate deprivationʼ as it is known
– which occurs when individuals who may develop
care needs but would be too wealthy to be entitled to
local authority support, transfer their wealth to other
family members in order to increase their chances of
receiving state support.
Since the ʻcapped costʼ model will see more people in
the system, particularly wealthier households who may
be more likely to obtain financial advice, it is not
unreasonable to surmise that the extent of ʻdeliberate
deprivationʼ will increase, suggesting policymakers
may need to formulate a more robust response.
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Reform will also have to navigate a separate reform agenda to local
government financing, focusing on the use of business rates...

Business rates and local government finance
reform
Local government financing is subject to various
reform agendas. In particular, the Deputy Prime
Minister recently announced plans for councils in
England to be allowed to keep the business rates they
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collect.
Business rates are charged on most non-domestic
premises, are calculated and collected by local
authorities, but then directed into a central government
pool before being redistributed to all councils in the
form of a grant.
Since social care typically accounts for around 30% of
local authority expenditure, but there are wide
variations among councils in both their tax-base and
local demand for care services, this proposed change
to business rates will create extra complications in
implementing the ‘capped cost’ model that
policymakers will have to navigate.

!

!

!

!

formal care rather than rely on informal support,
social workers will have to allocate notional
packages of support on the basis of notional
informal care provision.
Given many individuals will be assessed only to
receive ʻnotionalʼ financial packages of support,
gaming may result, such as households overstating
disability, hiding financial resources or understating
their ability to provide informal care.
The Commission acknowledges that the threshold
of the cap would have to increase over time to
reflect inflation and changes in unit care costs, and
a clear, predictable process would be required to
determine this.
Given local authority discretion on care spending,
any new funding directed to local authorities may
require new measures to ensure it is used for this
purpose.
The current government has set out plans to reform
business rates, and this will have to be taken
account of in any plans to implement the ʻcapped
costʼ model.

Key points:
! The ʻcapped costʼ model creates a number of
important implementation issues that policymakers
will have to address.
! Despite the incentives to seek assessment, there
may be challenges in getting individuals assessed
at the time they experience qualifying levels of
need.
! Although the Commission proposes annual reassessments, fluctuations in peopleʼs functioning
may require mechanisms to trigger reassessments.
! The Commission proposes a complete reform of
the Fair Access to Care Services (FACS)
framework.
! Policymakers will have to review local authority
needs-assessment to ensure they up to the task
required of them in the ʻcapped costʼ model. For
example, where wealthy individuals opt to purchase
The First Step? A response to the Commission on Funding of Care and Support
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12. The choices for policymakers
Going forward, policymakers have several strategic options, including
implementing the ‘capped cost’ model in stages, to take account of the
constraints on public spending...

This report has explored the
recommendations of the Commission on
Funding of Care and Support.
The ʻcapped costʼ model that the Commission has put
forward creates some fundamental strategic choices
for policymakers, and this chapter reviews them.
1) Implement the ʻcapped costʼ model in full
2) Implement in stages
The fiscal bill for the ʻcapped costʼ model, together with
the structural upheavals required and associated
delivery issues, may encourage policymakers to
explore how the model can be implemented in stages.
Two approaches might be:
! Make the system more generous over time: if a
£35,000 cap is difficult to afford for public spending
currently, policymakers could implement a £80,000
cap with a commitment to lowering it over time, or
as the public spending environment improves.
! Introduce different components of the model at
different times: for example, raise the means-test
threshold for residential care to £100,000
immediately, followed several years later by the cap
on costs.
However, various arguments count against a staged
approach. Public and political support for key tenets of
the reform package may wane over time. The
effectiveness of the ʻcost capʼ on public perceptions
may be undermined through staged increases in its
generosity: the public may become expectant of further
changes to the cap, including less generous changes.
Nevertheless, there is a limit to how much reform is
possible in a short space of time. The capacity of the
system and Whitehall policymakers to oversee change
is limited. Therefore, a ʻstepping-stonesʼ strategy may
be inevitable. Confronted with other changes and

transformations required of the social care system,
policymakers may need a 10-year plan to incorporate
and implement the recommendations of the Law
Commission and the Commission on Funding of Care
and Support.
3) Adopt an ʻaccumulated disabilityʼ model
If the government does want to target the growth of a
market in long-term care insurance, the ʻcapped costʼ
model built around ʻaccumulated needsʼ is not ideally
suited to do this.
As an alternative, an ʻaccumulated disabilityʼ model –
described in Chapter 4 - would still apply the ʻlimited
liability principleʼ to the social care system. However,
by only metering level and duration of disability, the
insurance industry would be able to precisely price
insurance policies that would cover purchasers up to
the threshold of state support, as well as providing
varying levels of cover.
However, significant demand and supply side barriers
to the pre-funded long-term care insurance market
would remain, and the difference in take up between
an ʻaccumulated needʼ versus ʻaccumulated disabilityʼ
model may be limited.
4) Enable individuals to ʻbuy their way outʼ of the
means-test
For risk-averse individualʼs who are presented with a
£35,000 cap, many may wish to insure against the
potential costs of care up to this threshold. As previous
chapters have explored, private insurers will only be
able to offer a ʻlump-sumʼ insurance, which from a
consumer perspective may be less attractive, as well
as being unaffordable to households whose wealth is
tied up in their home.
One alternative would be for the government to enable
individuals to effectively buy their way out of the
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If policymakers want to target the take-up of private insurance,
adopting an ‘accumulated disability’ model, rather than the
Commission’s ‘accumulated need’ model, might be more effective...

means-test through the payment of a premium,
potentially with the option of deferring the payment of
the premium until after death. The critical difference
with a private insurance product is that how much
individuals received would still be determined on the
basis of carer-sighted needs-assessments used by
local authorities. By pre-funding in this way, individuals
would be assessed for their needs without a meanstest.
Such state-sponsored insurance schemes, which
could be run through a public-private partnership,
could follow a national route or a local route:
! A national route would see the government set up a
state-sponsored insurance scheme or ʻNational
Care Fundʼ. The maximum payout possible would
be £35,000, i.e. set at the threshold of the state
cap. Claims would be assessed via local
authorities, i.e. on the basis of a local authority
needs-assessments, and this would determine how
much was received.
! A local route would see local councils set up
ʻmutualʼ insurance schemes, into which individuals
paid a flat-rate lump-sum premium. In return, when
individuals were assessed for their needs, it would
be on the basis of a means-blind assessment. A
particular advantage of this approach would be that
local authorities could extend the scope of ʻdeferred
payment schemesʼ, and use this infrastructure to
enable individuals to defer the payment of their
premium until after death as a charge on their
estate. A local route would also ensure that
ʻpremiumsʼ would reflect average local, rather than
national, unit care costs. This may be particularly
beneficial for those home-owning households
priced out of private sector insurance given their
limited income or savings.
Critically, the use of carer-sighted needs-assessments
by state-sponsored insurance schemes, whether
organised nationally or locally, would enable resources
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to be allocated proportional to the availability of
informal care. This would represent greater ʻallocative
efficiencyʼ in the social care system than commercial
insurance products that pay out regardless of the
availability of informal care. Such state-sponsored
insurance schemes would also enable cheaper
premiums as a result.
5) Incorporate matching contributions into the
ʻcapped costʼ model
As described in the previous chapter, a key challenge
in implementing the ‘capped cost’ model will be
ensuring that households do not game the system by
overstating their need for care, or understating their
ability to providing informal care.
One way to solve these issues would be for to
introduce low level support for individuals below the
£35,000 cap, made available on the basis of matching
contributions from the state toward expenditure on
care. However, it is beyond the scope of this paper to
fully set out how such a scheme would operate.

Key points:
! What are the key choices for policymakers going
forward in relation to the recommendations of the
Commission on Funding of Care and Support?
! One option would be to implement the ʻcapped costʼ
model in full.
! A second option would be to set out plans to
implement in the model stages, taking account of
the fiscal environment and the capacity of the social
care system to adapt to new arrangements and
other implementation issues. For example, the
government could implement different components
of the model at different times, e.g. the £100,000
threshold for residential care followed some years
later by the £35,000 cap on care costs.
Alternatively, the government could implement the
model in full, but in a very ungenerous form (e.g. a
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Policymakers could also devise mechanisms for individuals to ‘buy
their way out’ of the means-test under the ‘capped cost’ model, as an
alternative to purchasing insurance...

£80,000 cap), that became more generous over
time.
! If the government were concerned with doing
everything it could to encourage private insurance,
it could adopt a carer-blind ʻaccumulated disabilityʼ
model instead of the Commissionʼs carer-sighted
ʻcapped costʼ model. However, there would be
complex trade-offs involved.
! Alternatively, the government could enable
individuals to insure themselves against the
£35,000 liability by letting individuals ʻbuy their way
outʼ of the means-test through the operation of
state-sponsored insurance schemes at a national
level, or local schemes operated by individual local
authorities.
! Finally, many of the challenges around using local
authority needs-assessments to allocate ʻnotional
packages of supportʼ could be addressed through
applying ʻmatching contributionsʼ in the social care
system, and this would represent a further variant
of the ʻcapped costʼ model for policymakers to
explore.
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13. Conclusion: Recommendations for
policymakers
The key political question for long-term care funding in England
remains how to find the extra £8.3 billion required by the current
system by 2025, rather than whether to adopt the proposals of the
Commission...
This report has reviewed the
recommendations of the Commission on
Funding of Care and Support and
examined the issues raised.
On the basis of this analysis, how can the
recommendations of the Commission in ʻFairer Care
Fundingʼ be judged?
The long-term care funding challenge in the wake
of the Commission
The job of the Commission was to answer the
questions set out in its Terms of Reference.
Ultimately, the Terms of Reference did not direct the
Commission to make recommendations as to how fill
the growing ʻblack holeʼ in funding for the existing
system. Instead, the Commission has sought to devise
a better partnership between the individual and the
state; in effect, putting forward a new aspiration for the
social care system of what the shape of state support
should look like. Inevitably, although not as expensive
as ʻuniversal free careʼ, this involves making the ʻstate
offerʼ more generous, and the system more expensive
to the Exchequer.
As such, the principal long-term care funding challenge
that existed before the appointment of the Commission
remains the same now: how to find new funding to
meet growing demand for the current system, with the
amount required by the social care system in England
set to increase by £8.3 billion by 2025.
If the government chooses to accept the
recommendations of the Commission in full, this simply
means that an extra £3.6 billion of public expenditure
will need to be found by this time. The unfunded
liability posed by the social care system will just
increase proportionally.
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The key political question for long-term care funding is
therefore how to find the extra £8.3 billion required by
the current system by 2025, rather than whether to
adopt the proposals of the Commission. The long-term
care funding system has long needed a new and
specific stream of funding to cope with this rising
demand. The Commission was not directed to define
what that revenue stream should be.
Indeed, it should be underscored that for the ʻcapped
costʼ model to work, it requires adequate public
expenditure in the social care system. If local
authorities set levels of support to council-funded
individuals in residential care too low, the ʻcapped costʼ
model will not cap costs at all. If councils fail to provide
adequate support to informal carers so that many
continue to provide excessive levels of care, the
ʻcapped costʼ model will merely be transferring nonfinancial costs to carers. Put bluntly, in order to
achieve the outcomes it promises, the ʻcapped costʼ
model cannot operate in a severely rationed and
resource constrained system, but the Commission has
not specified how government should move beyond
this current system.
In this context, policymakers are likely to remain
interested in reform options that are cost-neutral and
44
risk-neutral for the Treasury.
The key strength and weakness of the ʻcapped
costʼ model
The principal strength of the Commissionʼs capped
cost model is that it is built around an indisputable
truth: only the state can coordinate protection against
catastrophic care costs for the population, so the state
must step in and provide this protection.
However, the key intellectual criticism that can be
made of the ʻcapped costʼ model is that against a
backdrop of rising demand, population ageing and a
difficult fiscal outlook, most of the additional cost posed
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Given the distributional effects of the new spending required by the
‘capped cost’ model, policymakers will have to debate the right of
individuals to be protected from catastrophic care costs against the
need to focus extra resources directed to social care on the poorest
and most vulnerable...

by the ʻcapped costʼ model would be spent on the top
two income quintiles of older people.

True effects will only be understood in
implementation

The result is likely to be a complex debate among
policymakers regarding the right of individuals to be
protected from catastrophic care costs – the ʻlimited
liability principleʼ - against needing to focus the extra
resources spent on social care on the poorest and
most vulnerable. In part, this debate is likely to focus
on what level of capital protection - £35,000, £50,000,
£80,000, £100,000 - is required from the state for it to
be doing its job of providing protection against care
costs that only it can provide.

As always with major reform proposals, the true effects
of the ʻcapped costʼ model will only be understood
when it is implemented in full, or via piloting. In
particular, the design of the ʻcapped costʼ model raises
a number of questions regarding incentives, and the
behavioural responses of households to the ʻcapped
costʼ model, as well as the capacity of local authorities
and needs-assessments to deliver the ʻcapped costʼ
model on the ground.
The cap would have to be set low

However, one effect of the distribution of new resource
under the ʻcapped costʼ model is that stakeholders are
likely to insist that wealthier older households - rather
than working-age households and poorer retirees should shoulder the bulk of the extra cost it imposes.
This will pose a dilemma for policymakers if richer
older households are asked to accept a new carerelated call on their wealth to fund the ʻcapped costʼ
model, in addition to being encouraged to purchase
private insurance. It may also increase the political
challenge in taking the ʻcapped costʼ model forward.
Nevertheless, the Commission has shown how for
relatively little expense in the context of the wider
system, it is possible to address the problem of
ʻcatastrophic costsʼ, significantly improving peopleʼs
experience of needing long-term care.
It will ultimately be up to politicians to judge whether
the ʻcapped costʼ model is insufficiently progressive, in
terms of new public expenditure on care and disability.
However, the incorporation of a new means-test
threshold for residential care is particularly ingenious,
and as an ʻofferʼ to the population, a guarantee that no
one will have to spend down more than one third of
their wealth on their care would represent a huge step
forward.

As previous chapters have explored, it is unlikely that
any pre-funded insurance options (including disabilitylinked annuities) that could be developed will prove
attractive to consumers, even those that can afford to
purchase them. This is because of the particular
design of ʻcapped costʼ model the Commission
proposes. In this sense, there is a tension within the
Commissionʼs recommendations: despite extolling the
virtues of risk-pooling, the ʻcapped costʼ model makes
it very difficult for individuals to comfortably protect
themselves against the £35,000 liability.
As such, the vast majority of individuals would be likely
to ʻself-insureʼ and simply run down their wealth under
the ʻcapped costʼ model. This points to the need for the
cap to be set sufficiently low - i.e. not higher than
£35,000 – for the system to work.
There are risks associated with combining a ʻfixed
capʼ in a system of local discretion
As explored in previous chapters, the area where the
Commission has been most cautious is in addressing
the ʻpostcode lotteryʼ in support. There is a striking
tension in the ʻcapped costʼ model between proposing
a nationally fixed cap on individual costs, which would
be delivered by local authorities with high levels of
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Policymakers should proceed with implementing those
recommendations of the Commission that do not need to wait, such
as a duty on councils to offer deferred payment schemes, and
enabling portable needs-assessments...

discretion over expenditure. There is a risk that
confronted with a statutory obligation to deliver a
£35,000 cap in the context of severe fiscal pressures,
some councils will respond by simply cutting
entitlement, in order to manage their expenditure.

Fixing FACS now

This further underlines the need for a proper long-term
care funding settlement in England that delivers an
adequate proportion of GDP to fund a humane care
system. Indeed, despite extensive new modelling work
undertaken for the Commission, it has not provided a
benchmark figure for what percentage of national
income should be spent on social care.

Portable needs assessments

The Commission is not the first body to recommend
that FACS needs fixing. Work on this can precede a
White Paper.

The Commissionʼs proposals to enable portable
needs-assessments, so that individuals carry their
entitlement with them to a new area until they are
reassessed, should be implemented without delay.
Pilot

Recommendations for policymakers
On the basis of this analysis, what recommendations
can be made to policymakers?
A recent report on reforming long-term care funding by
the Strategic Society Centre recommended a
ʻstepping-stonesʼ strategy. This is a strategy for reform
which:
! Prioritises the implementation of different aspects of
reform that enable, and provide a stepping-stone,
toward further reforms;
! Evaluates individual funding models as steppingstones, not just as end-points; and,
! Proceeds immediately in implementing reforms in
areas where consensus exists.
Applying this framework, what recommendations can
be made to policymakers following the publication of
the Commissionʼs conclusions?
Donʼt defer on the Deferred Payment Scheme
The Commissionʼs recommendation for councils to be
given a Duty to offer a Deferred Payment Scheme
would benefit care users now, so implementation of
this recommendation should proceed immediately.
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The most effective way that the government could
move forward the long-term care funding agenda now
would be to begin pilots of the ʻcapped costʼ model in
several English local authorities, ideally those that
have achieved high rates of use for Personal Budgets.
Proceeding immediately to piloting would enable
policymakers to:
! Explore the implications of the ʻcapped costʼ model
in practice;
! Test assumptions in the Commissionʼs
recommendations, for example, around the use of
needs-assessments;
! Improve stakeholder understanding of what the
ʻcapped costʼ model comprises;
! Create momentum around wider reform.
Before setting out on implementing such a bold reform
as the ʻcapped costʼ model, the Department of Health
should pilot the key features of the model as soon as
possible. Indeed, it is worth noting that no country in
the world operates a ʻlimited liabilityʼ model of longterm care funding, so there is no empirical evidence
with which to evaluate the theoretical model put
forward by the Commission.
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Politicians must not be distracted from the bigger of issue of how to
drive significant, new funding into the social care system to cope with
rising demand...

When policymakers have formed a judgement about
the deliverability of the ʻcapped costʼ model, politicians
can then make a judgement about priorities, and which
step the implementation of the ʻcapped costʼ model
should represent in the ongoing process of long-term
care funding reform. While the Commission has set out
a compelling proposal for eliminating some of the
disastrous consequences of the current system for
some families, politicians must not be distracted from
the bigger of issue of how to drive significant, new
funding into the social care system to cope with rising
demand.

Key points:
! The principal long-term care funding challenge that
existed before the appointment of the Commission
remains the same now: how to find new funding to
meet growing demand for the current system, with
the amount required by the social care system in
England set to increase by £8.3 billion by 2025.
! The long-term care funding system has long
needed a new and specific stream of funding to
cope with this rising demand. The Commission was
not directed to define what that revenue stream
should be. Instead, the Commission has set out an
aspiration for what the shape of state support
should be, representing a fairer partnership
between the individual and state.
! The principal strength of the Commissionʼs capped
cost model is that it is built around an indisputable
truth: only the state can coordinate protection
against catastrophic care costs for the population,
so the state must step in and provide this
protection.
! The key criticism that can be made of the ʻcapped
costʼ model is that against a backdrop of rising
demand, population ageing and a difficult fiscal
outlook, most of the additional cost posed by the
ʻcapped costʼ model would be spent on the top two
income quintiles of older people.

! It will be up to the government to decide how to
balance the delivery of a right to protection from
catastrophic care costs with the need to target
resources in the context of a fiscally-constrained
system.
! Given that most of the extra spending required by
the ʻcapped costʼ model would go to wealthier
households, stakeholders are likely to insist that it
is wealthier older households who shoulder the
additional costs of implementing the model.
! In maintaining a significant role for local discretion
in the social care system, even in the context of a
reformed FACS framework, there is a risk that
councils will seek to manage their budgets in the
context of a duty to deliver a £35,000 cap by
reducing notional and actual entitlement.
! Going forward, the government should take forward
those recommendations of the Commission that do
not require major new expense: scaling up the
Deferred Payment Scheme; reforming FACS; and,
enabling portable needs assessments. The
government should also proceed to piloting key
aspects of the ʻcapped costʼ model as soon as
possible.
! When policymakers have formed a judgement
about the deliverability of the ʻcapped costʼ model,
politicians can then make a judgement about
priorities, and which step the implementation of the
ʻcapped costʼ model should represent in the
ongoing process of long-term care funding reform.
While the Commission has set out a compelling
proposal for eliminating some of the disastrous
consequences of the current system for some
families, politicians must not be distracted from the
bigger of issue of how to drive significant, new
funding into the social care system to cope with
rising demand.
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Appendix 1: Terms of Reference for the
Commission on Funding of Care and Support

The Commission is asked to make recommendations
on how to achieve an affordable and sustainable
funding system or systems for care and support, for all
adults in England, both in the home and other settings.
The Commission should build on the extensive existing
body of work in this area and provide advice on how to
implement its chosen options.
The approach recommended must be affordable and
sustainable in both the short and long term. It must be
consistent with the Governmentʼs deficit reduction plan
as set out in the June 2010 Budget and the Spending
Review, and be sustainable for the public finances in
the long term in the context of an ageing society. The
Commission should present its initial views to the
Secretary of State for Health and the Chief Secretary
to the Treasury in order for these to be taken into
account in the upcoming Spending Review.
The work of the Commission should support reform of
the whole system, ensuring that the right care is
available at the right time, and in the right place, for
individuals and their families. It must also be
compatible with the Governmentʼs vision for care and
support – supporting personalisation, prevention and
partnership and offering protection for people. It should
take into account how appropriate housing and related
services can better support people with disabilities and
in later life.
Furthermore, the Commission should consider the
relationship its work has with the conclusions of the
Governmentʼs wider work on welfare reform later this
year. Based on these conclusions, the Commission will
then be able to examine the interaction between the
social care system and the GB-wide benefit system,
and consider the impact of its proposals on savings
and work incentives.
The Commission is asked to examine and provide
deliverable recommendations on:

! How best to meet the costs of care and support as
a partnership between individuals and the state;
! How people could choose to protect their assets,
especially their homes, against the cost of care;
! How, both now and in the future, public funding for
the care and support system can be best used to
meet care and support needs; and
! How its preferred option can be delivered, including
an indication of the timescale for implementation,
and its impact on local government (and the local
government finance system), the NHS, and – if
appropriate – financial regulation.
The Commission should judge funding models against
set criteria, which it should agree, and present to the
Government for approval, within the first two months.
The assessment should include the following criteria:
! Choice: offering an affordable choice to individuals,
carers and families across a range of care settings,
and helping people to plan and prepare for the
future;
! Fairness: for individuals, families, carers and wider
society;
! Value for money: securing the highest quality care
outcomes with the available resources; and
! Sustainability: ensuring that the costs to the state
are sustainable in the context of an ageing
population.
In assessing options, the Commission will also be
expected to take account of:
! Earlier work carried out on the issue, including the
Green Paper, Shaping the Future of Care Together,
the Kingʼs Fund report, Securing Good Care for
More People, the proposals for a Home Protection
Scheme published in October 2009, and other
academic research, international experience and
public consultations;
! Evidence from stakeholders – the Chair should
consider convening an external reference group
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which includes, as a minimum, those representing
older people, working-age adults with disabilities,
carers, those commissioning and delivering care
(including the views of local authorities) and the
financial services sector;
! The views of those using services and the wider
public on the tradeoffs associated with achieving a
sustainable funding system; and
! The interests of the devolved administrations,
where appropriate.
The Commission should present its recommendations
for consideration by the Chancellor and Secretary of
State for Health by the end of July 2011 at the latest.
The Chancellor and Secretary of State for Health will
then consult with the Departments for Work and
Pensions and for Communities and Local Government,
and relevant colleagues, before presenting their
recommendations to the Prime Minister and Deputy
Prime Minister.
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Appendix 2: Carers and Disabled Children Act
(2000)

The descriptions of the four levels of risk for carers
contained in the guidance to the Carers and Disabled
Children 2000 Act are summarised in the table below:

! Some significant social support systems and
relationships are, or will be, at risk.
MODERATE

CRITICAL
Critical risk to sustainability of the caring role arises
when:
! Their life may be threatened;
! Major health problems have developed or will
develop;
! There is, or will be, an extensive loss of autonomy
for the carer in decisions about the nature of tasks
they will perform and how much time they will give
to their caring role;
! There is, or will be, an inability to look after their
own domestic needs and other daily routines while
sustaining their caring role;
! Involvement in employment or other responsibilities
is, or will be, at risk;
! Many significant social support systems and
relationships are, or will be, at risk.
SUBSTANTIAL
Substantial risk to sustainability of the caring role
arises when:

Moderate risk to sustainability of the caring role arises
when:
! There is, or will be, some loss of autonomy for the
carer in decisions about the nature of tasks they will
perform and how much time they will give to their
caring role;
! There is, or will be, some inability to look after their
own domestic needs and other daily routines while
sustaining their caring role;
! Several social support systems and relationships
are, or will be, at risk.
LOW
Low risk to sustainability of the caring role arises
when:
! There is, or will be, some inability to carry out one
or two domestic tasks while sustaining their caring
role;
! One or two social support systems and
relationships are, or will be, at risk.

! Significant health problems have developed or will
develop;
! There is, or will be, some significant loss of
autonomy for the carer in decisions about the
nature of tasks they will perform and how much
time they will give to their caring role;
! There is, or will be, an inability to look after some of
their own domestic needs and other daily routines
while sustaining their caring role;
! Involvement in some significant aspects of
employment or other responsibilities is, or will be, at
risk;
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Appendix 3: Supply and demand barriers to the
growth of the pre-funded long-term care insurance
market

The following summary is taken from
“Gone for Good? Pre-funded insurance
for long-term care”, which was published
by the Strategic Society Centre in
February 2011.45

ʻExposure
uncertaintyʼ
barriers

Supply-side barriers
Limited profitability and
market size
Uncertainty posed by
longevity and morbidity risk
Adverse selection
Requirement for
needs(claims)- assessments
Reputation risk
IFA resistance to new brands
Solvency II
Demand-side barriers
Financial barriers
Cost
Requirement for out-ofpocket payments
Competing financial motives
Household protection gap
and precautionary saving
Alternative strategies for
paying for care

Knowledge barriers

Behavioural
barriers

Structural barriers
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Uncertainty over availability
of informal care
Uncertainty over who to
insure in a household
ʻPolitical-riskʼ and uncertainty
over availability and shape of
state support
Uncertainty regarding future
household wealth
Uncertainty over future care
costs
Ignorance of the risk of
needing care
Belief that all care is provided
free by the state
Confusion with Scotland
Inertia
Mental discounting of the risk
of needing care
‘Positivity effect’
Declining cognitive capacity
and financial capability

Complexity of products
Distrust of financial services
providers
Obligation to obtain financial
advice
Lack of qualified financial
advice
Expectation of gaming the
system
Uncertainty over adequacy
Crowding out by private
medical insurance
Implications of individual
under-writing
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Appendix 4: The potential size of the pre-funded
insurance market under the ‘capped cost’ model

What would be the likely size of market for prefunded long-term care insurance under the
proposals of the Commission on Funding of Care
and Support?
This Appendix undertakes some ʻthumbnailʼ modelling
to estimate the market that might result.
As explored in Chapter 6, strictly speaking, it will be
impossible for individuals to insure themselves against
the £35,000 liability because this is determined by
factors that insurers cannot model for, i.e. the
availability and receipt of informal care; and, the level
of support that local authorities choose to provide for
different levels of need.
However, it might be possible for insurers to offer a
product with a pay-out of £35,000 triggered by
standardised measure of disability, such as Activities
of Daily Living (ADL).

So, it can be surmised that one quarter of the 716,800
individuals retiring in 2012, would have sufficient liquid
wealth such that they could consider buying prefunded long-term care insurance for £10,000 for
themselves and their partner.
This amounts to a potential ʻtarget marketʼ of around
179,200 people.
If an optimistic assumption is made that the take-up
rate among the target market is 25%, this amounts to
around 44,800 individuals, or 6.25% of new retirees.
Market value
If 44,800 new pre-funded long-term care insurance
policies are sold each year, and the value of premiums
is £10,000, this suggests the gross revenue in this
market will be £448,000,000 per year.
If an average 10% of this revenue represents profit for
providers, the total profit for the whole market will be
£44,800,000.

Market size
To estimate the likely take-up of such a product, the
following assumptions can be made:
! The premium for such a product is £10,000
reflected a one in three/four chance of experiencing
the defined level of disability.
! Nobody would spend more than one-third of their
liquid saving and wealth on insuring themselves,
i.e. nobody insures when it is not in their actuarial
interest to do so.
! Individuals will not purchase insurance when still in
employment, given the strong tax incentives to
direct space income to a pension.

If it assumed that no firm has more than one quarter of
the market, then the maximum annual profit from
selling pre-funded long-term care insurance will be
0.25 x £44,800,000, which is £11.2 million.

46

In 2012, around 716,800 people turn will 65. Around
25% of 65-74 age group has £60,000 in household
financial wealth.
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Appendix 5: The potential size of the disabilitylinked annuity market

This appendix undertakes some basic
estimates of the size of a future disabilitylinked annuity market.

purchase DLAs - this means that only 8% of annuity
purchases would represent potential DLA purchases,
i.e. 8% of investment linked and standard annuity
purchases, which is 8% of 419,047 = 33,523 per year.

In 2009, total annuity sales by category were as
follows:

Calculating potential take-up

Standard Annuities
Single Life - Male
Single Life – Female
Joint Life
Guaranteed
Level only
Escalating - fixed amount only
Escalating - RPI only
Escalating - LPI only
Hybrid Annuities
TOTAL Standard Annuities

161930
86,651
155,145
179,770
315,121
70,305
10,857
4,961
2,481
403,725

Investment-linked Annuities
Single Life - Male
4,685
Single Life - Female
2,822
Joint Life
7,815
Guaranteed
1,612
TOTAL Investment-linked Annuities15,322
Enhanced & Impaired Annuities

42,877

(Source: ABI)
Calculating the potential target market
What size of DC pension pot would someone have to
have in order for them to consider purchasing a DLA?
It can be assumed that someone has to have a
pension pot of at least £70,000 before allocating
£20,000 of it to providing protection against care costs
for two people.

Of a potential target market of 33,523, what would the
take-up rate likely be?
Various demand-side factors are important here. For
example:
! Discounting of risk of needing care;
! Wealthier individuals may opt to gamble;
! Preference for inflation protection
As such, a reasonable assumed take-up rate among
this potential target market of 33,523 would be 25%,
which represents 8,381 DLA sales per year for 16,762
lives assured.
Calculating new revenue
If it assumed that one in three lives assured through a
DLA go on to experience qualifying levels of disability,
such that they would be able to claim the £35,000 payout, this suggests that one third of 16,762 lives
assured – around 5587 people - would receive a
£35,000 pay-out each year, in todayʼs prices.
Using the assumptions deployed above, this suggests
that new revenue brought into the social care system
through disability-linked annuities, under the ʻcapped
costʼ model, would represent around £195.6 million per
year.

Given available data on the average size of pots used
to purchase annuities - and assuming that those
purchasing enhanced or impaired annuities would not
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